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Forword
The United States Navy has fought on rivers at home and abroad throughout its proud history. In
the War for Independence, daring American
Sailors employed small boats--even row
galleys--against the mighty warships of the
Royal Navy operating on colonial waterways.
In the War of 1812, hard-fighting U.S. naval
units on the Mississippi River helped General
Andrew Jackson defeat a major British assault
on New Orleans. The only way the Navy
could combat hostile Seminole Indians in the
trackless expanse of the Florida Everglades
during the 1830s was to embark armed Sailors
and Marines in small boats that penetrated
deep into enemy territory. U.S. naval
expeditions up the Tabasco River were an
important aspect of the Mexican War of 18461848.
From the first days of the Civil War, Union and Confederate naval forces battled for control of
the Mississippi, the most strategically vital river in North America. Employing ironclad warships
in conjunction with U.S. Army troops, the Navy's Mississipp Flotilla bombarded and then seized
one Confederate fort after another. Admiral David G. Farragut earned lasting fame when forces
under his command fought their way past the bastions guarding the mouths of the Mississippi
and captured New Orleans, gateway to the American interior. Riverine units enabled Union
General Ulysses S. Grant to envelope and ultimately compel the surrender of enemy forces
besieged at Vicksburg. Loss of the Mississippi split the Confederacy and helped bring about its
defeat.
The early years of the 20th century found the Navy once again mounting river operations in
support of U.S. foreign policy. Naval vessels provided gunfire support and transported troops
and supplies on rivers in the Philippines to subdue Filipino rebels. For decades before World
War II, U.S. Navy warships steamed up and down China's broad Yangtze River protecting
American missionaries and traders, battling brigands, and promoting U.S. diplomatic interests. In
addition to deploying hundreds of thousands of troops ashore in major landing operations in the
Pacific and the Mediterranean during World War II, Navy amphibious units transported Allied
ground forces across the Rhine River for the final defeat of Nazi Germany.

One of the most memorable chapters in the Navy's riverine warfare history was the hard-fought
struggle for control of the waterways of the Republic of Vietnam. The U.S. Navy, as had the
French navy during the First Indochina War of 1946-1954, and the Vietnam Navy in the years
afterward, recognized the critical importance of
the rivers and canals of South Vietnam for
warfighting and waterborne commerce. With the
onset of major combat operations in Vietnam
during the mid-1960s, the Navy established the
River Patrol Force and the Army-Navy Mobile
Riverine Force whose charge was to secure the
Mekong Delta. During the enemy's Tet Offensive
of 1968 and the Sea Lords Campaign of later
years, American and Vietnamese river units
fought well and hard against a resilient
Vietnamese Communist foe. While the Vietnam
War ended in failure for the United States and the
Republic of Vietnam in 1975, the experience left us with a wealth of information on the nature of
modern riverine warfare. Insights abound on the most successful strategies, tactics, techniques,
boats and craft, weapons, and equipment employed during the Vietnam War.
Consistent with the emphasis in recent years on "green water" and "brown water" operations,
beginning in 2005 the Navy worked to establish a riverine warfare capability in the Naval
Expeditionary Combat Command. The purpose of the new riverine warfare units, as stated in the
Quadrennial Defense Review of 6 February 2006, will be to carry out "river patrol, interdiction
and tactical troop movements on inland waterways."
To support that effort, the Naval Historical Center is posting this 1969 publication, Riverine
Warfare: The U.S. Navy's Operations on Inland Waters. Viewers should understand that while
the style and presentation of the work may seem dated, and we have reproduced it with minimal
editorial change, it presents a concise summary of a significant episode in the U.S. Navy's
modern combat history. If "the past is prologue," Riverine Warfare should shed light on one
important aspect of the Navy's current and anticipated operations along inland waterways.
Edward J. Marolda
Senior Historian
Naval Historical Center
March 2006

Introduction
Sea power's first advantage to the United States is that it keeps the enemy's main forces overseas.
It controls the oceans for our use, denies them to the foe, and makes his coasts the frontier of war
rather than those of America.
Nor does sea power stop at the hostile coastline; it projects the Nation's total power in a resistless
tide inland beyond the coast. The long arm of sea power reaches inland with guns, with planes,
with missiles like Polaris, and wherever water will float a boat. These complement and facilitate
other national power projected ashore by the sea. In our lifetimes we have repeatedly had
dramatic examples of the benefits this power brings to America--during World War II, Korea,
and now Vietnam where Marines and Sailors fighting ashore, Seabees who build or fight, the
large Army and Air Force components, all depend upon the logistic support as well as the shield
and striking might of the U.S. Navy.
Operations on or projected from inland waters have come to be called "riverine warfare." Here
fighting craft, tailored as necessary to the environment, bring combined operations the unique
advantages of Power based afloat--greater mobility, ease of concentration, swift shift of
objectives, speed, flexibility, versatility, and surprise.
If water permits, large ships like cruisers and destroyers blast aside opposition. For shallower
depths many types of small warcraft develop to fit the need. We have seen this occur throughout
United States history since riverine operations on small or large scale have entered into most of
the limited or world wars that seem our fate. In these wars, through riverine operations as well as
on the oceans, the U.S. Navy has well served our Nation and the hope of freedom to come for all
men and women.
Since 1776 many revolutions have steadily increased the advantages of sea based compared to
land based national power. This trend has greatly increased the influence of powerful fleets on
the oceans. It has similarly affected riverine warfare. Consequently naval units of many types
play an increasing role in the watery maze of South Vietnam.
We best serve the present and future when we understand the past. So it seemed appropriate to
prepare this brief survey of riverine warfare that has helped shape United States history from the
struggle for freedom in the American Revolution to the struggle for freedom against tyranny of
communism in this second half of the 20th century.
In most projects of this office many dedicated people contribute. This account does not vary
from the pattern. During periods of temporary active duty with us, Lieutenant Commander R.K.
Pierce, USNR, a zealous able worker now a minister, developed a basic long narrative and from
it a shorter one. This was modified and added to by several of us in the office including Rear
Admiral F. Kent Loomis, Dr. W.J. Morgan, Dr. Dean C. Allard, Captain W.R. Deloach, and
Commander Earl Mann.

The numerous details of publication for the first edition were ably carried out in Dr. Morgan's
section. The brochure met wide appeal, making it necessary to issue this revision. It has received
the generous attention of readers from the United States to Vietnam, including the commanders
of most fleets. Space prevents mentioning all who helped, but I would like to note the large
contributions of Admiral John J. Hyland, Vice Admiral F.J. Blouin, Vice Admiral W.F. Bringle,
Vice Admiral L.M. Mustin, Vice Admiral E.R. Zumwalt, Rear Admiral K.L. Veth, and their
staffs at the time, Captain R.S. Salzer, Captain W.C. Wells, Commander E.P. Stafford and
Commander R.E. Mumford. Their modifications and updating appear from page 35 on. Mr.
Robert L. Scheina and Mr. Don R. Martin have handled the publication details with energy and
efficiency.
No one can know the outcome of the Vietnamese war. But if we continue with integrity, courage,
and fortitude we will win. We must win for we fight for a great cause. None has expressed this
better than Lieutenant William Roark, USN. Shortly before he flew from his carrier the last time,
to be lost in combat over North Vietnam, he wrote these words of deep moral conviction and
courage to his wife--words all Americans should read and heed:
I don't want my son to fight a war I should have fought. I wish more Americans felt that way. I'm
not a "warmonger" it will be me who gets shot at. But it's blind and foolish not to have the
courage of your convictions.
I will not live under a totalitarian society and I don't want you to, either. I believe in God and
will resist any force that attempts to remove God from society, no matter what the name.
This is what we all must do if we believe in what the Founding Fathers stood for.
E.M. Eller
Rear Admiral, USN (Retired)
Director of Naval History

Riverine Warfare--The U.S. Navy's Operations On Inland Waters
On board our Navy river boats, the seaman's eye and bamboo pole are used to navigate, while
far at sea satellite navigation systems guide our ships.
Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, USN
The American Navy has repeatedly demonstrated the potency of sea power as an instrument of
national policy, and the remarkable flexibility with which it can strike. The Navy exists, first of
all, to keep the peace, and failing that, to fight on the high seas for their control, essential to
national defense. It exists to fight in coastal waters, to blockade, or to project the United States
total power in amphibious assault. It exists to drive this power into an enemy's inland waterways
to give the concentration, mobility, flexibility, and potency of sea power so uniquely contributes.
"The mobility and versatility of our naval forces," in the words of President Lyndon B. Johnson,
"are a constant reminder to any aggressor that this country has the means to act quickly and
decisively to protect the interests of the United States and the Free World."
The unfolding saga of sea power, from the high seas to the coastal waters and into the inland
waterways, is being demonstrated and reaffirmed in all its potency and versatility in Vietnam
today. There, while the powerful ships and aircraft of the Seventh Fleet provide our forces with
secure control of the seas across the vast ocean to the gates of San Francisco, close-in forces
project the tentacles of sea power in a wide gamut of activities extending from amphibious
operations to a strangling blockade-type coastal surveillance, to any kind of air and gunfire
support mission. With the control of the high seas
and coastal waters assured, naval forces are then
able to move inland along the restricted
waterways of Vietnam's rivers, canals, and
swamps projecting strength afloat deep into the
heart of that country in the many forms of riverine
warfare.
Riverine warfare is a convenient term for any
projection of sea power into inland waters
including rivers that open to the sea. It may take
on an many different shapes and forms as there
are different inland waterways into which sea
power may be thrust, and different national
objectives which it exists to support. Theaters of
riverine confrontation may vary from an
archipelago or river basin to deltas, bayous,
swamps, rice paddies, streams, or lakes. National
objectives may vary from early 19th century
punitive actions against Caribbean pirates to the
"limited wars" of the nuclear era. The rich history

of naval and combined operations on inland waters is filled with examples illustrating the
significance and the wide variety of forms this particular capability of sea power may assume.
From Benedict Arnold's bold operations on Lake Champlain in 1775-76 to riverine warfare in
Vietnam today, Americans afloat have sought the enemy wherever he may be found. Sometimes
the opposing naval forces have been roughly equal as in Oliver Hazard Perry's battle on Lake
Erie in 1813. Sometimes the U.S. Navy has been markedly weaker. Joshua Barney's defense of
Chesapeake bay and tributaries against the British attack on Washington in 1814, and
Commodore Daniel Patterson's stand at the Mississippi River approaches to New Orleans in
1814-15 are both examples of a hastily assembled river force intended to halt or delay a large
enemy amphibious assault on a major United States city.
Matthew Calbraith Perry's naval expeditions 74 miles up the Tabasco River during the Mexican
War, like David Glasgow Farragut's 110-mile transit of the Mississippi River to take New
Orleans in 1862, illustrate the action of a major naval unit against an inland city reached only
after a lengthy and arduous river transit. Small boat action against the Caribbean pirates and
many aspects of the current war in Vietnam illustrate the use of small, armored and unarmored
boats with limited endurance operating in restricted waters against a specific hostile target--a
pirate's den, or a contraband-laden junk. The naval operations deep in the Florida Everglades
against the Seminole Indians in 1836-42, in the swamps and deltas of the Mississippi River
system during the Civil War, and the river war against communists in South Vietnam illustrate
still another type of river warfare where naval forces alone or in combined operations are pitted
against an elusive enemy capable of hitting and melting into the forbidding morasses that they
know so well.
This small publication covers in varying detail each of these instances of naval warfare in
restricted waters. It should be noted at the outset, however, that these are but illustrative
examples from U.S. naval history rich in experience in this relatively unheralded yet important
facet of sea power. It is the kind of sea power characterized by extreme navigational hazards:
shallow uncharted waters, fluctuating currents, shifting river beds, unknown rapids, and
inadequate charts. It is an aspect of sea power in which the convolutions of the terrain through
which the waterways pass, such as high river banks, sharp bends, and dense foliage increase the
threat of ambush and attack from a concealed enemy. And, it is a function of sea power requiring
the same extremely versatile and flexible response called for constantly on the greater seas.
President Abraham Lincoln well characterized this mud-churning form of warfare in giving the
Union Navy credit for its irreplaceable contributions to victory in the Civil War:
. . . Nor must Uncle Sam's web-feet be forgotten. At all the watery margins they have been
present. Not only on the deep sea, the broad bay and the rapid river, but also up the narrow
muddy bayou and wherever the ground was a little damp, they have been and make their tracks.
A significant condition of riverine warfare is that one of the two opposing forces holds control of
the high seas adjacent to the inland waterways where confrontation occurs. This permits the
strong sea power to press into the inland waterways in the first place. During our early history
the British controlled the high seas even though that control was valiantly contested by a small
but aggressive American Navy and privateers. Therefore American riverine strategy in the

Revolutionary War and the War of 1812 was largely defensive, but flavored with characteristic
boldness.
The battles on Lake Champlain in 1776 and 1814, and on Lake Erie in 1813, resulted from
British attempts to open the way for their armies to overrun and divide the American nation. The
riverine defenses of Washington in 1814 and of New Orleans in 1814-15 were defensive and
intended to halt or delay large British amphibious forces in their efforts to take those cities. In
each case the slight American naval force was quickly developed to meet the threat, and
represented an expedient cross between what ships were available and what the character of the
surrounding waterways required.

I. The Early Period from the Revolutionary War Through the War of 1812
The American Revolution
It is certain that the Revolution would have failed without its Sailors.
Gardner Allen
Benedict Arnold on Lake Champlain
The first significant example of riverine warfare in the American Revolution occurred on Lake
Champlain in 1775-76. This 136-mile-long lake with its connecting waterways to the north and
south joins Canada with the heart of the original colonies near New York City. These waterways,
thus, were a prime invasion route, and a bitter struggle for possession marked every conflict in
the area through the War of 1812. At the outbreak of the revolutionary War, American leaders
understood that the British would attempt to separate New England from the other colonies
through control of the Lake Champlain route. Anticipating the threat, Colonels Ethan Allen and
Benedict Arnold took Ticonderoga on 19 May 1775 and Crown Point a few days later. These
early successes also netted badly needed cannon and munitions.
Arnold, making a bold bid to control the Lake, hastily armed a captured topsail schooner and
immediately pressed north to the British base at St. John's on the Richelieu River. In a daring,
pre-dawn riverine raid, Arnold's small force completely surprised the British garrison defending
St.. John's and captured a British 70-ton sloop. Arnold also took or destroyed numerous small
boats, stores, provisions, and arms before returning to Lake Champlain. With the ships and boats
they had thus accumulated, the Americans had in one stroke gained control of Lake Champlain,
thwarting British plans for that campaign season--a strategic victory of great consequence.
The next year was taken up in part with the unsuccessful American attack on Quebec. When
large British reinforcements arrived in the St. Lawrence River in May of 1776, the Americans at
Quebec fell back along the Richelieu River and evacuated Canada. Halting briefly at St. John's in
June, with General Burgoyne's infantry in hot pursuit, the patriots escaped to the safety of Lake
Champlain. Both sides now engaged in a furious shipbuilding race for the Lake.

The situation facing the British, in its simplest terms, was that in order to utilize the Lake
Champlain-Lake George-Hudson River highway to split the colonies, they first had to dispose of
Arnold's naval force.
In riverine war, as on the oceans, a force in being often plays a strategic role far greater than its
size. From their shipyard at St. John's, the British rapidly prepared a reasonably powerful fleet of
29 vessels. Several were built in England, knocked down, and reassembled at St.. John's. The
enemy squadron consisted of the ship Inflexible, 18; the schooners Maria, 14; and Carleton, 12;
the radeau Thunderer, 6 (24-pounders), 6 (16-pounders), and two howitzers; the gondola Loyal
Convert, 7; 20 gunboats, each carrying either nine 9 or 24-pound brass fieldpieces; and four
longboats, each carrying one carriage gun. Captain Thomas Pringle, RN, commanded the force
that sailed with about 670 trained, disciplined Sailors and Marines, and a total firepower of
eighty-nine 6- to 24-pounder cannon.
Spurred on by the restless driving force of Benedict Arnold, the Americans sought to keep pace
with the British at their Skenesborough shipyard, near the southern end of Lake Champlain. They
worked with a poverty of resources using green timber and a hastily assembled force of
carpenters. Drawing on his earlier experience as a Sailor and his newly acquired knowledge of
the waters in which he would fight, Arnold prepared specifications for a new type of gondola
particularly suited to his task. He wanted a small vessel of light construction that would be fast
and agile under sail and oar. The greater maneuverability Arnold sought to gain would, he hoped,
offset somewhat the disadvantages of restricted waters and fighting against the slow-sailing,
deeper draft, heavier British ships whose strength he could not match.
Fifteen American vessels fought off Valcour Island,
including the sloop Enterprise, 12; the schooners
Royal Savage, 12; Revenge, 8; and Liberty, 8; eight of
Arnold's specially built gondolas; and three galleys.
Arnold manned his squadron with about 500 men
from the troops available to him at the time and from
those General Philip Schuyler was able to gather
along the seacoast--"the flotsam of the waterfront and
the jetsam from the taverns." Knowing that British
preparations neared completion, Arnold headed north
with pitch still oozing from the ships' pine planking. Now a brigadier general in the Continental
Army, Arnold commanded from the galley Congress. Training his green troops as he went, he
searched for the best place to fight.
On 10 October Arnold found what he thought was an ideal place west of Valcour Island to stand
and give battle. The water was deep and the passage narrow enough so that only a few enemy
ships could take him under fire at one time. The British failed to reconnoiter and sailed past
Valcour Island the morning of 11 October under a stiff north wind. They then had to tack slowly
and approach from the leeward at a distinct disadvantage.
The close battle raged all afternoon. Three-quarters of Arnold's ammunition was expended and
his ships badly cut up. He took advantage of a north wind and a dark foggy night to slip through

the anchored British ships in a daring escape. By noon on 13 October, the British began to
overhaul the weary and straggling American vessels. One by one most of the American ships
were captured or run aground and destroyed. Arnold reached Ticonderoga on 14 October and
reported his losses as follows:
Of our whole fleet, we have saved only two galleys, two small schooners, one gondola, and one
sloop. General Waterbury with one hundred and ten prisoners were returned by Carleton last
night. On board of the Congress we had twenty-odd men killed and wounded. Our whole loss
amount to 80 odd. The enemy's fleet were last night three miles below Crown Point; their army
is doubtless at their heels.
With control of this "inland sea," the British quickly took Crown Point. General Horatio Gates
and Arnold prepared to defend Ticonderoga against imminent attack. But the British did not
come, by land or sea. The winter season was well advanced; the enemy was compelled to
withdraw into Canada temporarily abandoning their invasion plan.
Thus, despite losing the Battle of Valcour Island, Arnold's riverine force had scored a strategic
victory of far-reaching influence. By delaying the British advance south for a year, until the
American army was strong enough to defeat Burgoyne's army at Saratoga in October 1777,
Arnold achieved what Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan called a decisive victory. After Saratoga,
France openly joined the Americans, transforming the contest "from a local to a universal war,
and insured the independence of the colonies." French naval power, wisely integrated by George
Washington in large combined operations, ultimately tipped the scale at Yorktown. It was as
Washington said, "the pivot upon which everything turned."
The War of 1812
The art of war is the same throughout; and may be illustrated as really, though less
conspicuously, by a flotilla as by an armada.
Alfred Thayer Mahan
Similar significant examples of warfare on restricted waters occurred a generation later on Lake
Erie and Lake Champlain. For brevity we cover only the first. The strategy of the War of 1812
centered about inland waterways. Initially, the British controlled the Great Lakes facilitating
capture of Detroit and invasion of Ohio. In September 1812 Commodore Isaac Chauncey, USN,
was ordered to command the lakes on the Erie-Ontario frontier to thwart British invasion from
that direction. Chauncey immediately established bases, purchased lake craft, built green-timber
ships and laboriously brought men and supplies from the distant seaboard. British naval forces
likewise strengthened their position.

In March 1813 Master Commandant Oliver Hazard Perry, USN, arrived to take charge of naval
activity on Lake Erie under the overall command of Chauncey on Lake Ontario. Commodore
R.H. Barclay, RN, was his opponent on Lake Erie. Under Perry and Barclay a shipbuilding race,
similar to that on Lake Champlain in
1776, accelerated rapidly. Neither side
could spare adequate men and supplies for
lake Erie. Therefore Perry and Barclay,
like Benedict Arnold before them, labored
under a paucity of resources as they raced
to readiness for the decisive showdown.
Initially had the advantage in ships but
through remarkable drive and leadership,
Perry overcame this obstacle and his ships
sped to completion.
Having closed the gap in ships, Perry
went after the enemy and on 10 September 1813 joined in desperate battle. He had an advantage
of nine ships to six, and a 50 percent advantage in weight of fleet broadside. The British guns,
however, were generally of much greater range, and there was a considerable danger of the
Americans being beaten before they could come to close quarters in the very light wind
prevailing.
Many things went wrong in the battle--they do in war--and a measure of a great commander is
how he rises to the crises. Amidst shattered ships and death, Perry's star seemed to have set. One
of his two heavy ships did not close the enemy. Unsupported, his flagship Lawrence became a
shambles. Decks ran with blood, 80 percent of the crew were casualties, defeat seemed
inevitable. But not to Perry. Embarking with a courageous boat crew he rowed across the shotsplashed waters, clambered on board the uninjured Niagara, sang out rapid orders, and steered to
victory: "We have met the enemy, and they are ours."
Through energetic leadership Perry had assembled a fleet within a few months that gave the
United States control of Lake Erie, the upper lakes, and the adjacent territory, and assured the
all-important capability to move freely on these vital water arteries. It had far-reaching effect
upon the future of the United States. With control of the Lake and resulting combined operations
into Canada, the United States clinched her claim to the Northwest territory. A greater nation
would result.
Commodore Joshua Barney's Flotilla in the Chesapeake
In 1814 Commodore Joshua Barney's defense of the approaches to Washington illustrates
another mode of riverine warfare from that early period. Following their successful peninsular
campaign against Napoleon, the British detached seasoned troops from Wellington's army in an
effort to bring the American war to a rapid end. Enemy strategy was to follow up a series of
punitive diversionary raids against major seaboard cities with a drive against New Orleans from
the Gulf of Mexico and a large-scale invasion via the same Lake Champlain highway that
Benedict Arnold's squadron had defended so ably almost 40 years earlier. The valiant and

indefatigable Commodore Thomas Macdonough would again ensure British failure ashore by his
victory afloat--September 1814, in the fiercely fought Battle of Plattsburg.
Energy and courage would overcome weakness of national preparation on the lakes where ocean
fleets could not reach; but it was different where these mighty ships could sail. We had failed to
build a strong Navy so we would now suffer the disastrous consequences along the seaboard. It
was too late to correct this, but Joshua Barney laid before the government the next best course--a
well-conceived plan to defend the river approaches to Washington with a force that could be
quickly built and easily manned. His plan included such characteristic riverine functions as
harbor and coastal defense, harassment and destruction of enemy units, and intelligence
collection. "Barney's flotilla," however small and inconsequential in open battle, would threaten
British lines of communication in their assault on Washington. The attackers would be
compelled to reckon seriously with the threat. Thus, the riverine force would serve the primary
purpose for which it was created--throw off balance and delay the enemy advance. It was the
best we could do with what we had.
Barney's plan was promptly accepted. Throughout
the winter of 1813-14, as the British forces
gathered at the mouth of the Chesapeake, Barney
speeded construction and recruited men. Finally,
in April he sailed from Baltimore on a brief
shakedown cruise with 10 barges, the cutter
Scorpion, the gunboat No. 138, and 550 men. The
initial cruise brought out alterations needed to
make the barges more seaworthy. Barney also
discovered that the British had established a base
at Watt's Island in Tangier Sound off the mouth of
the Potomac.
Throughout June and July Barney hounded the
enemy wherever he could and kept the capital
informed of their gathering strength and
movements. Meanwhile, in response to the threat
from Barney's force, the British amassed a barge
flotilla with the full realization that they could not
move on Washington so long as Barney's force
stood in the way.
On 1 June, after a brief skirmish, Barney routed a British advance detachment. Its purpose,
however, had been to sound out American strength. On 8 June a much stronger British force of
15 barges entered the Patuxent, with schooners and frigates backing them up off the mouth.
Barney, fox-like, retreated into a deep, 6-mile-long inlet called St. Leonard's Creek where he
moored his barges in a line from shore to shore 2 miles from the mouth. Using rockets, which,
though not as accurate, had a greater range than Barney's guns, the British barges could haul up
out of Barney's range. There they peppered the Americans with these frightening, if not overly
dangerous, missiles.

Not one to accept such a situation sitting still, Barney upped anchor and rowed down on the
British. The enemy barges fled for the safety of their larger ships. Barney followed as long as he
considered wise then returned to his original position. Later in the afternoon of the same day, the
British came on again, and were chased back. A rocket landed in one of Barney's boats, killing a
man and wounding three.
The morning of 10 June, the enemy came after him in force with 21 barges, towing two
schooners, each of which mounted two 32-pounders, and a total strength of 800 men. Barney had
13 barges and 500 men. The British came on with flags flying, music playing, and the Sailors
cheering as if victory were already theirs. A general melee developed. The British went reeling
back; Barney in hot pursuit. His fire on a schooner blocking the narrowest part of the creek was
devastating. Only when a frigate and sloop-of-war opened on his barges did Barney break off the
attack. He was truly a thorn in the lion's paw.
Two of the British frigates remained off St. Leonard's Creek, tightly blockading the American
flotilla. On 26 June Barney decided to break out with a coordinated land-river move. On the
night of the 25th, he secretly mounted two long 18-pounders on a high bluff overlooking the
mouth of the creek within range of the British ships. Then at dawn of the 26th, he drove on the
powerful frigates with his barges. Unfortunately, his shore battery had been improperly placed,
and the cannon consistently overshot the target, leaving Barney's barges unsupported to face the
frigates' fire. Nevertheless, he so punished these British ships that they withdrew, and the
American barges made good their escape from the creek.
Now Barney moved out into the Patuxent River, and, until the British appeared in full force to
march on Washington, he stalked and harassed them constantly. By Friday, 19 August 1814,
when word was received that British concentration in the Chesapeake Bay reached two 74-gun
ships-of-the-line, a 64, eight frigates, seven transports, and a number of brigs and schooners--23
sail in all--Barney reported that Rear Admiral Cockburn, the British commander, had announced
that he would dine in Washington on Sunday. Washington was thrown into a panic and Barney
was ordered to take his flotilla as high up the Patuxent as possible and then march with 400 of
his men to join in the defense of the capital city. His instructions to the shipkeepers were: "If the
enemy advance on you with an overwhelming force, destroy the flotilla by fire."
On 20 August the British troops disembarked at Benedict, Maryland, only 35 road miles from
Washington. The following afternoon Admiral Cockburn led his fleet of barges, tenders, and
armed boats crowded with Marines and artillery to capture Barney's flotilla. This would not be.
As the formidable British force hove into sight, the American barges, with flags flying, blew
skyward. Barney and his detachment of Sailors ashore made a last gallant stand at Bladensburg
though supporting troops broke and ran. With nothing else in their way, the British marched on
into Washington, burning it on 24 August. In September they attacked Baltimore, with less
success, in part because of the stout efforts of sailors manning batteries ashore. Out of the British
dramatic night bombardment of Fort McHenry were born the words of the immortal "Star
Spangled Banner."
Despite the ultimate British success against Washington, Barney's operations on the Patuxent and
Potomac rivers are an excellent example of the effectiveness of riverine defenses against a large-

scale amphibious invader. Using vessels especially designed for operating in shoal water and
flats, and manned by local people familiar with both the waters and surrounding terrain, Barney's
force generated and sustained a threat to the British that was out of proportion to its size. The
enemy was actually defeated in a number of hot skirmishes with Barney's flotilla. They could not
dispatch small ships, brigs or schooners on any significant expedition while Barney snapped at
their flanks. They were stymied until their main force arrived from Bermuda. Only when
Barney's flotilla had been destroyed did the British march on Washington, and then along a road
paralleling the river so that the armies could keep in constant touch with their ships. The feeble
defense of Washington in no way matched Barney's foresighted and brave efforts on the rivers or
the fight put up by him and his men on the field at Bladensburg.
The effective use of Barney's gallant squadron should not blind us, however, to a truth of far
greater significance. The burning of Washington shows clearly that in defense, riverine forces
are a last gasp and poor substitute indeed for a real navy. As John Paul Jones had said long
before, "Without a respectable Navy--Alas America!"
The Defense of New Orleans
Commodore Daniel T. Patterson exhibited insight and courage like Barney's in defense of the
river approaches to New Orleans against the attacking British. He predicted correctly that the
British would strike at New Orleans rather than Mobile, and further, that their advance would be
along the shortest route through Lake Borgne, east of New Orleans and Lake Ponchartrain. He
deployed his riverine force of five gunboats, two small tenders, and his two largest craft
Carolina, 14, and Louisiana, 16, so that the approaching enemy was forced to meet and destroy
them before advancing on New Orleans. He thereby gained the crucial time that Andrew Jackson
needed for his historic defense of the city. Patterson achieved maximum results from a makeshift
naval squadron whose total strength did not match one British ship-of-the-line.
Briefly, the sequence of events was as follows. Between 8 and 12 December 1814, the British
invasion fleet gathered in force off the Chandeleur Islands and began preparations to take New
Orleans. Meanwhile, Commodore Patterson
readied his riverine defenses of the city. He used
trees and large A-frames to obstruct the shallow
bayous and canals leading from Lake Borgne to
the narrow strip of land beside the Mississippi
over which the British Army would move.
Gunboats were assembled and Patterson's largest
ship, the unfinished Louisiana, was readied as a
floating battery. Carolina and Louisiana took
station in the river at New Orleans, and Lieutenant
Thomas ap Catesby Jones sailed with the five
gunboats and two tenders to Lake Borgne.
The British followed the course Patterson had foreseen. They planned to transport 7,000 men in
open boats 62 miles from their anchorage off Cat Island to Bayou Bienvenu at the head of Lake
Borgne. But first, Lieutenant Jones' gunboats had to be eliminated. Vice Admiral Sir Alexander

Cochrane sent to lake Borgne an expeditionary force of nearly 1,000 men in 42 barges, each
armed with a 12- to 24-pounder. The battle was joined on 14 December. Although the American
position was untenable before such overwhelming odds, Jones and his men put up a gallant,
spirited defense which had the desired effect--delay the enemy to give General Jackson the time
he desperately needed to assemble troops and prepare defenses.
On 23 December, the British finally penetrated Bayou Bienvenu 9 miles below the city. Had they
pushed on immediately, they might have taken New Orleans; instead they camped for the night.
The Carolina silently moved downstream and shelled the sleeping Britishers, creating near
panic. Meanwhile, Jackson attacked. Although he was repulsed and the threat to the city
remained great, his boldness paid off. Major Lacarriere Latour reported:
The result of the affair of the 23rd, was the saving of Louisiana; for it cannot be doubted but that
the enemy, had he not been attacked with such impetuosity, when he had hardly effected his
disembarkation, would, that very night, or early next morning, have marched against the city,
which was not protected by any fortification, and which was defended by hardly five thousand
men, mostly militia.
With the mobility and freedom of choice sea-based power provides, Patterson's small ships
striking from the British flank had significant effect giving our army "a manifest advantage." The
enemy now delayed again while laboriously bringing heavy guns from the distant fleet to counter
the ships. Jackson energetically used the priceless time to strengthen defenses across the narrow
neck of land between the river and the swamp. By Christmas day the British had brought heavy
fleet guns ready to dispose of Patterson's tenacious fighting ships. The Carolina was destroyed,
but Louisiana continued effective fire until the end of the campaign on 19 January. When the
British advanced to attack, the naval flanking fire abeam of Jackson's ramparts had especially
devastating effect. General Jackson had high praise for Patterson's riverine effectiveness: "To
your well directed exertions must be ascribed in a great degree that embarrassment of the enemy
which led to his ignominious flight."
Riverine warfare during the revolution and the War of 1812 was characterized by timely and
critically important actions on lake, bay, and river. Small but dedicated, the bravely and wisely
led forces afloat demonstrated beyond question the Navy's inherent capability and flexibility
whether called upon to operate on the ocean, coastal seas, or inland waters far removed from salt
spray--and the vital meaning of all to America's destiny.

II. The Middle Period: 1815 Through the 19th Century
Following the War of 1812, the U.S. Navy again dispatched ships to the Mediterranean to restore
peace. Close to home the small but capable Navy controlled the seas adjacent to our coasts and
inland waters to the great benefit of freedom of the seas for everyone. An offensive strategy
against buccaneers and other intruders became possible. Instead of hastily constructing riverine
defenses against an enemy who dominated the seas, rivers, or lakes, a respectable U.S. Navy on
the ocean confronted any aggressor, real or potential. Now, whether hunting down pirates in
longboats through Caribbean inlets and lagoons, or waging guerrilla war against hostile Indians
in Florida swamps and bayous, United States riverine warfare took an offensive turn. For the

next generations, whether the United States used large seagoing ships, river "ironclads,"
"tinclads," "cotton clads," rafts, or canoes to transit long tortuous rivers, the Navy ably
demonstrated the flexibility and adaptability in riverine warfare that has become a part of our
proud and meaningful heritage. It is now well proving out in Vietnam.
Routing the Pirates in the Caribbean
The average citizen is quite unaware of certain minor wars and activities in which his navy's
part has yielded results beyond price or praise.
Rear Admiral Casper F. Goodrich, USN
The first riverine warfare in the middle period was against pirates who had long infested the
Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico. The rapid growth of American commerce in Caribbean and Gulf
waters after the War of 1812 spurred freebooting activity. By the early 1820's, nearly 3,000
corsair attacks had been made on merchant ships. Financial loss was staggering; murder and
torture common. Finally spurred to action in 1822, the United States formed the West India
Squadron under Commodore James Biddle to meet the pirates head on.
Biddle mounted daring raids with open longboats in which crews operated for days at a time in
burning sun or storm. They reached into uncharted bays, strange inlets, lagoons, and small
treacherous rivers to ferret out the criminals. Lieutenant James Ramage's assault on a pirate lair
near Bahia Hondo, Cuba, illustrates this duty in the steaming tropics. Ramage reported:
I despatched our boats with forty men under command of Lieut. Curtis in pursuit of these
enemies of the human race. The boats having crossed the reef, which here extends a considerable
distance from the shore, very soon discovered, chased, and captured a piratical schooner, the
crew of which made their escape to the woods.
Curtis very judiciously manned the prize from our boats and proceeded about ten miles to
leeward, where it was understood the principal depot of these marauders was established. This he
fortunately discovered and attacked. A slight skirmish here took place, but, as our force
advanced, the opposing party precipitately retreated. We then took possession and burnt and
destroyed their fleet consisting of five vessels, one of them a beautiful new schooner of about
sixty tons, ready for sea with the exception of her sails. We also took three prisoners; the others
fled to the woods.
With heavy ships (like Constellation of early fame) forming the backbone of the force and
serving as seagoing bases for the small craft, the squadron steadily reduced piracy. Time after
time over the years, operations like Ramage's showed the Navy's determination, boldness,
resourcefulness. Among them we might cite one other example, a joint British-American
expedition.
In April 1825 an attack under Lieutenant McKeever in USS Sea Gull, a steam galliot, first U.S.
naval steamer to see action on the high seas, destroyed another buccaneer base east of Matanzas,
Cuba. McKeever led the barge Gallinipper into the mouth of the Sagua La Grande River where

masts were sighted amidst the river bank foliage. He attacked immediately. The schooner lying
in the river quickly surrendered, but then treacherously opened fire. After a hot action the pirate
ship was taken and the base leveled.
The Navy's aggressive and persistent assault on piracy paid off. Buccaneering, increasingly
hazardous and less profitable, withered and the naval squadron was gradually reduced in the late
twenties.
The struggle against Caribbean pirates embodied many of the demands of riverine warfare in
Vietnam today--boat expeditions and cutting-out parties in the intense heat of often uncharted
waters; pursuit of a mobile, elusive, and ruthless enemy thoroughly familiar with the waters and
terrain. Armed shallow-draft vessels were a must but the supply rarely met the need.
Nevertheless, by capturing or destroying over 60 ships, eliminating corsair dens, and driving the
"Jolly Roger" from the sea, the Navy rendered an invaluable service to citizens and commercial
interests of the United States and other nations.
River War in the Everglades
The officers and men of the squadron have undergone every species of privation and toil. Their
patient endurance, and cheerful alacrity in the discharge of every duty, evince their high state of
discipline; and merit the highest commendation.
Lieutenant John T. McLaughlin, USN

The next decade, the Seminole and Creek wars in Florida, 1835-42, produced another riverine
conflict even more like that waged in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam a century and a quarter later.
In 1832 Congress passed the Indian Removal Act to relocate the Florida tribes on reservations
west of the Mississippi. Many Seminoles and Creeks refused to leave and vowed to resist
removal.
The Seminoles massacred an Army detachment under Major Francis Dade northeast of Tampa in
December 1835. Almost immediately more soldiers moved into the state, and Commodore A.J.
Dallas' West India Squadron landed parties of Marines and seamen.

The futility of fighting a shadowy enemy completely at home in the swampy wilderness of the
Everglades and the rivers of West Florida quickly led the Army to request naval assistance, "to
ply up and down the Chatahoochie River, for the purpose of transporting the necessary supplies,
of keeping open communications, and operating against the Indians." With one of the first naval
units so assigned was Passed Midshipman J.T. McLaughlin. His varied duties with the Army
demonstrated the close coordination between river and land forces often demonstrated
throughout our history in joint operations large and small. McLaughlin not only transported
supplies and kept vital communication lines open, but served as aide-de-camp to Lieutenant
Colonel A.C.W. Fanning, USA. He was seriously wounded by Indians at Fort Mellon in
February 1937.
As the pace of war quickened, the Navy's riverine force grew. Three small schooners, procured
in 1839, Flirt, Wave, and Otsego, operated in the inlets along the coast to chart the water, harass
the Indians and protect civilian settlers. Besides the schooners, McLaughlin, now a lieutenant
commanding the naval force, gathered large numbers of flat-bottomed boats, plantation canoes,
and sharp-ended bateaux to penetrate the bewildering Everglades maze. Tents and blankets
frequently served as make-shift sails. The men of McLaughlin's "Mosquito Fleet" were as mixed
as the vessels, and numbered over 600 Sailors, soldiers, and Marines operating about 150 craft,
mostly canoes. One participant described their joint efforts as follows:
There was at one time to be seen in the Everglades, the dragoon [soldier] in water from three to
four feet deep, the Sailor and Marine wading in the mud in the midst of cypress stumps, and the
soldiers, infantry and artillery, alternately on the land, in the water, and in the boats. . . . Here
was no distinction of corps, no jealousies, but a laudable rivalry in concerting means to punish a
foe who had so effectually eluded all efforts. Comforts and conveniences were totally
disregarded, even subsistence was reduced to the lowest extremity. Night after night, officers and
men were compelled to sleep in their canoes, others in damp bogs, and in the morning, cook their
breakfast over a fire built on a pile of sand in the prow of the boat, or kindled around a cypress
stump.
Correspondence between Lieutenant McLaughlin and the Secretary of the Navy reveals the wide
range of "Mosquito Fleet" operations, resembling the reports from the Mekong Delta today. In
cooperation with the Army, McLaughlin's entire force penetrated the Everglades to attack and
destroy the Indian stronghold of Abraka (or Sam Jones). The riverine assault group patrolled and
explored the interface between the coastal waters and the open sea as well as the navigable
inland waterways. They sliced hundreds of miles into tributaries and swamps covered with
cypress trees, rotting stumps, and "occasional glimpses of open water." They aided distressed
mariners and civilians ashore. They raided the Indians, and destroyed their supply caches and
crops. Often they laboriously hauled their boats overland, from one body of water to another.
Finally, McLaughlin established or kept secure the all-essential communications between Army
units and scattered settlements.
The similarity of sea power in a riverine environment in the Seminole Wars and Vietnam is
vivid. First, the fundamental goal was control of waterways to reestablish internal order and
restore normal activity. Second, the waterways were not only restricted waters in every sense,
but they crisscrossed the soil so completely that land transportation was totally inadequate and

the character of the neighboring terrain became paramount. The absolute dependence of Navy
upon Army and Army upon Navy gave the whole force a homogenous character of a single
tactical entity closely integrated and interdependent. The ever-changing character of the
waterways from deep and wide to narrow and shallow required an extremely versatile force in
which various type vessels met different needs dictated by the terrain and available water. Not
again until the campaigns on the Mississippi River during the Civil War would the Navy face
such a riverine challenge.
War With Mexico
The service was arduous, the exposure to unhealthy influences great, and the localities gave the
enemy decided advantages of successful resistance; yet, with an indomitable courage and
fortitude, the officers and men met and overcame all difficulties.
Secretary of the Navy John Y. Mason
The Navy added to its growing experience in inland waters during the Mexican War, 1846-48.
Examples are two daring river raids against the city of San Juan Bautista de Tabasco. When
hostilities opened, the U.S. Navy's Home Squadron under Commodore David Conner blockaded
the Mexican Gulf coast. The blockade forced the enemy to use inland waterways and overland
routes to move supplies. San Juan Bautista, 74 miles up the Tabasco River from the port of
Frontera, was the center of a large traffic in war materials.
Although the Tabasco River had ample depth to accommodate vessels of any draft that could be
conveniently taken across the bar at Frontera, there were serious obstacles to a river assault
against San Juan Bautista. The river current was strong, and dense vegetation along the banks
provided excellent cover for riflemen and cannon.
There was an extremely hazardous "S" shape bend
called "Devil's Turn" and two strategically placed
forts guarded the approaches to the city.
An operation like this with sailing vessels alone
would have had little chance of success. But the
world and the U.S. Navy were in the early stages
of a revolution that would vastly increase the
capabilities of sea-based power against the land.
Steam propulsion that had begun commercially a
generation earlier on inland waters had developed to the point that it could be tried in smaller
ocean going ships. The Home Squadron in the Gulf of Mexico benefited from this first stage of
the revolution, having several small steam ships-of-war.

On 23 October 1846, the U.S. Navy's expeditionary force, under Commodore Matthew Calbraith
Perry, crossed the bar and took Frontera with little
resistance. Then with three steamers, four other
vessels, and a landing party of 200, Perry pressed
upriver to San Juan in just 33 hours. The expected
resistance from the fortified position 9 miles
below the city did not materialize; the Mexican
garrison fled as the American ships closed.
In position before San Juan at noon on the 25th,
Perry demanded surrender. The mayor returned an
insolent reply, the ships opened fire on the city's
flagstaff, and at the third round, the flag fluttered
down. The commodore complied with the foreign
consuls' appeal to spare the town but seized two
steamers, five schooners and a number of smaller
vessels to deny them to the gunrunners. One prize
ran aground, and the Mexicans opened on Perry's
squadron with small arms fire. In turn, the ships'
cannon raked the streets.
Neither of the two towns was occupied, but
Frontera was closely blockaded for about 6 months following the expedition. When the naval
blockade was lifted contraband again flowed over land and river through these points. Thus, by
June 1847, Perry was ready to ascend the Tabasco River a second time.
From recent experience he knew the hazards faced on the river and before the city. Perry
assembled a larger and skillfully trained group for his second punitive expedition. Long an
advocate of infantry drill and landing party training, Perry formed a Naval Brigade. He organized
2,500 officers, seamen, and Marines into infantry and artillery divisions under the command of
Captain J. Mayo, USN. Mayo was humorously styled "the acting Adjutant-General for the time."
To carry the men and protect them during the river move and assault, Perry's flotilla included
four small steam warships (Scorpion, Spitfire, Scourge, Vixen) towing six schooners, bomb brigs
and numerous ships' boats.
The force started upriver on 14 June against a 4knot current. At the first elbow of the "Devil's
Turn," the lead ships came under small arms fire
from snipers concealed in the dense chaparral on
the banks. Ships' fire promptly silenced the
enemy, but obstructions had been placed in the
river around the turn which was covered by wellmanned breastworks on the opposite shores. After
reconnoitering the obstructions and coming under
attack from the breastworks, Perry landed the

Naval Brigade to march the last 9 miles to San Juan.
While Perry led his Sailor-brigade through swamp and jungle, the ships, temporarily commanded
by Lieutenant David Dixon Porter, worked their way through the obstructions. Together the
Americans afloat and ashore routed 600 Mexican troops at Accachappa and moved on to Fort
Iturbide just below San Juan.
Fort Iturbide boasted a main battery of six guns, and some 400 infantrymen lined the
entrenchments. The American steamers advanced steadily into this fire. Then under the
protective cover of the ship cannonade, Porter launched a small but determined landing party at
the fort. The defenders took flight before the charge, and the American flag was flying over the
fort when Perry and his brigade came on the scene.
This foray against San Juan presented problems inherent in sending a sizable naval group into a
narrow hazardous river. Perry's force functioned as a single coordinated tactical entity in a
temporary inland penetration against an objective deep in enemy country. The Tabasco River
operations exemplified the use of versatile sea power in restricted and dangerous waters to carry
out a specific mission. Civil War experience brought such naval operations to the level of a fine
art.
So did the U.S. Navy begin to open a new era in war with new promise for freedom that sea
power nurtures and sustains. In the War of 1812, the U.S. Navy had had the first steam warship,
Fulton, which saw no combat service. A decade later, with its little harbor tug Seagull operating
against the pirates in the Caribbean, the U.S. Navy first used steam in combat on the high seas.
Now it had put into combat several better steam warships in amphibious and riverine operations.
Steam propulsion had come slowly to the deep sea because of many problems besides low
powered, often faulty engines and boilers. Crucial among these were high fuel consumption with
resulting short cruising range. Hence for many years navies with world duties used steam mostly
as auxiliary to sails.
For amphibious and riverine operations, however, even the limited capacity steam propulsion of
the time brought sea power significant new advantages in attack against the land. Ships could
now operate independent of wind and tide. They could strike faster. They could more readily
outflank and change objective, increasing the ancient superiority of surprise sweeping in from
over the horizon.
Steam was the first of many revolutions that have steadily increased the advantages of sea-based
strength--and the end is not in sight. Nuclear energy, guided missiles, and Polaris submarines
speed up the shift; a prophecy and warning of vast import to America.
River Warfare During the Civil War
Fighting is nothing to the evils of the river--getting on shore, running afoul of one another,
losing anchors, etc.

Admiral David Glasgow Farragut
Wise and vigorous use of strength afloat played a decisive role in the Civil War. The south had
no navy at the outset, and the ever-increasing predominance of the Federal Navy gave the Union
vital control of the sea at all stages. Union naval strategy quickly crystallized into three broad
areas: (a) blockade the Southern coast to strangle the already industrially deficient area; (b)
amphibious assault and capture of ports and coastal strong points that not only greatly hurt the
South directly but also forced her to disperse defenses over wide areas; (c) split the Confederacy
along the Mississippi and its tributaries using these inland river highways to crush the divided
parts in a vice-like squeeze.
The effective 3,000-mile blockade, and the complete imbalance between Northern and Southern
strength afloat confined most naval warfare to coastal and inland waters. That is, if the worldwide success of CSS Alabama and other Confederate commerce raiders be excepted.
Commander John D. Rodgers, commencing riverine operations, selected vessels and readied a
force under Army control on the northwestern waters. He centered operations at strategically
located Cairo, Illinois, where the Ohio and Mississippi rivers meet. At this point Union vessels
could influence the river traffic of three states, Illinois, Kentucky, and Missouri. Commander
Rodgers purchased and converted river steamers into wooden gunboats Tyler, Lexington, and
Conestoga.
In addition, Commander Rodgers, through the War Department, contracted for seven new
gunboats to be named after cities along the rivers
they were defending. These "city class" ships, the
"backbone of the river fleet," were 175 feet long
and had a 50-foot beam. A casemate covered the
entire ship with heavy armor protecting the
forward part. To reduce draft, they had lighter
armor amidships and astern (on the theory that
most of the fighting would be head-on), hence
they were vulnerable in these areas. The boats
were built to carry 13 large guns each. Because of
the need to get them out quickly, they mounted
any guns available, a collection of old fashioned
42-pounders supplied by the Army, and some 8inch and 32-pounder Navy guns.
For several decades steamships had developed on the western rivers where the calm waters and
ready accessibility of fuel favored the early crude engines. Hence the gunboats went to war
relatively independent of wind and current. They were part of a broad revolution in naval design
and warfare that would play a key role in keeping the Union intact. They became the spearhead
which dismembered the Confederacy along the Mississippi.
While the "city classers" were being built, the three original wooden gunboats contributed
decisively to ultimate Union victory. These ex-river sidewheelers, unarmored and vulnerable,

could not have stood up to a seagoing warship or a fort but they accomplished far-reaching
results. In a land of few and poor roads they controlled the broad highway of the rivers. Speeding
back and forth on the rivers, they provided many of the same advantages sea based power enjoys
on the oceans:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Mobility and speed of movement of large bodies of troops and supplies.
Concentration of troops and heavy artillery of ships at the point of decision.
Surprise.
Flexibility in strategy and tactics that permitted swift adjustment to emergencies,
omnipresent in war, to seize fleeting opportunity and to gain victory out of disaster.

Overcoming vast difficulties, Rodgers converted, manned, armed, and got the three river
steamers to Cairo on 12 August. They not only protected this strategic junction of the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, but Rodgers at once vigorously put them to use in reconnaissance up and
down the rivers. On these operations they
gathered important intelligence, drove
Confederate troops from commanding positions
that would have blocked use of these key
highways by the Union and closed the streams to
the Confederates who gravely needed them.
Strong Southern sentiment prevailed on both
banks of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The
presence of the gunboats in these early days awed
secessionists, gave heart to unionists and
encouraged middle-roaders to oppose secession.
As Admiral Mahan wrote, they were of
inestimable service "in keeping alive attachment
to the Union" and in preventing the secession of
the border states of Kentucky and Missouri.
Tyler and Livingston convoyed 3,000 of General Grant's men to Belmont, Missouri, and rendered
fire support to the operations. When a large Confederate reinforcement arrived, the gunboats
kept up a canister and grape barrage which allowed Grant to reembark his outnumbered troops
and withdraw--giving him another lesson in the benefits of mobile strength afloat.
The three wooden gunboats accomplished much. They could not, however, take the offensive
against forts the Confederates erected at Columbus on the Mississippi below Cairo, at Fort Henry
on the Tennessee River just below the Kentucky border, or nearby at Fort Donelson on the
Cumberland. The semi-ironclads built for this
purpose were commissioned by Flag Officer
Andrew H. Foote in mid-January. Foote had
relieved Rodgers. Now he had the spearhead to
split the Confederacy from the north. At once he
and General Grant pressed for permission to
attack, and on 2 February the combined forces

sailed up the Ohio en route to assault strategic Fort Henry.
Grant's troops embarked in transports at Cairo and Paducah and following Foote's gunboats
advanced on Fort Henry. The soldiers were landed 5 miles above the fort according to
prearranged plans for a combined assault on 6 February. However, the troops made slow
headway in the mud and the gunboats attacked alone. They opened fire at 1,700 yards which was
briskly returned by the shore batteries. Foote pressed on knocking out all but four of the
Confederate guns. Essex was disabled and other ironclads were struck, but Foote closed to pointblank range pouring a hail of fire into the fort until it surrendered.
Now the value of inland sea power became bitterly apparent to the South. With Fort Henry
captured, it was as if a dike had been breached by raging seas. The wooden gunboats, USS
Conestoga, Lexington, and Tyler swept up the Tennessee River, burning, destroying, capturing.
Giant explosions, towers of smoke by day and columns of fire at night, marked their course as
they ranged south across Tennessee, the edge of Mississippi and into northern Alabama until
stopped by the shallows of Muscle Shoals. Most disastrously for the South, she lost heavily in
river steamers, and with them the mobility they gave for military operations.
Meanwhile, wasting no second, Foote sailed to Cairo the evening of the 6th with three damaged
ironclads to prepare for the assault on Fort Donelson. He saw the vast potential in breaching the
Confederate defenses at the center. From far up in Kentucky, south and west to the Mississippi at
Columbus, all hung in the balance. Fort Donelson would open the second door for the flood of
Union power to sweep into the South. With the center broken, collapse would follow.
The significant possibilities opening for the Union and the disaster awaiting the South had
resulted in considerable part not only from Foote's indomitable drive to get the ships ready and to
make them effective, but also from his bold leadership in action. He indeed deserved Secretary
of the Navy Gideon Welles' congratulations: "The labor you have performed and the services
you have rendered in creating the armed flotilla of gunboats on the Western waters, and in
bringing together for effective operation the force which has already earned such renown, can
never be overestimated. The Department has observed with no ordinary solicitude the armament
that has so suddenly been called into existence, and which, under your well-directed
management, has been so gloriously effective."
Though the Confederate gunners had manned their weapons well, General Johnston, CSA, noted
the results of the action: "The capture of that Fort [Henry] by the enemy gives them the control
of the navigation of the Tennessee River, and their gunboats are now ascending the river to
Florence . . . Should Fort Donelson be taken it will open the route to the enemy to Nashville,
giving them the means of breaking the bridges and destroying the ferryboats on the river as far as
navigable."
Fort Donelson on the Cumberland river proved more difficult as it could subject the gunboats to
a destructive plunging fire. Eight days after Fort Henry fell, however, the combined forces of
Foote and Grant moved boldly against the strong point on the Cumberland. This time the furious
Southern gunnery forced the gunboats to withdraw. Shots holed the flagship St. Louis about 60
times and each of the other ships took 20 or more hits. Pilot houses were battered. Both St. Louis

and Louisville had their steering gear shot away, leaving them to drift helplessly downstream. In
the fierce fight, 54 officers and men were killed or wounded, including Foote.
Nevertheless the Confederate suffered from the gunboats' fire and, as General Grant emphasized,
they had a controlling role in the campaign that had grim consequences for the South. Without
the gunboats and the use of the river highways they ensured, he could not have attacked at all in
the early months.
Under renewed combined attack afloat and ashore, Fort Donelson surrendered on 16 February. In
panic the Confederates abandoned their strong positions in Kentucky. On the Mississippi they
retreated down to Island Number 10. Nashville, in
central Tennessee on the Cumberland River, with
its mountains of stores and important
manufacturing facilities so gravely needed by the
South, swiftly fell as Foote's gunboats pushed
rapidly up the Cumberland convoying troops.
Added to irretrievable losses of territory,
munitions, and men, the Confederacy faced even
graver and darker days. Behind the powerful
gunboats Union armies were poised to sweep
southward in combined operations--irresistible
wherever water reached.
Meanwhile far to the south another great threat gathered on the water to drive in like a hurricane.
On 2 February 1862, the same day Grant and Foote had sailed from Cairo for the capture of
Forth Henry, Flag Officer Farragut in Hartford departed Hampton Roads for the Gulf of Mexico
and his destiny.
Farragut arrived on 20 February off Ship Island where the British fleet had assembled nearly half
a century earlier for the assault on New Orleans that failed. The British at that time had not dared
to sail their heavy ships against the Mississippi current with American fortifications barring the
way. However, sea power now had new dimensions. Steam had freed navies of the vagaries of
wind, tide and current. It had come to give them new capabilities for assault against the land and
for riverine operations.
Overcoming immense difficulties, Farragut got his heavy ships across the bar at the mouth of the
Mississippi and in mid-April moved the whole fleet upriver to powerful Fort Jackson and Fort St.
Philips whose more than 100 heavy guns guarded the approaches to New Orleans, During 5 days
of bombardment by his mortar flotilla, built especially for riverine warfare, he continued the
thorough preparation of his ships for the fight past the forts. Masts were lowered and excess gear
stored ashore, weights shifted for optimum draft, cables laid as improvised side armor.
In the darkness of the midwatch, after 0200, 24 April, Farragut's fleet drove past in a wild
stirring battle of ship against fort and ship against ship, as the small but valiant Confederate
squadron gallantly engaged. On the 25th, steaming through a river of fire with burning cotton
bales, merchandise and Confederate ships (including ironclads not completed in time), the fleet

anchored at New Orleans. High water allowed the ships' guns to dominate the city over the levee
top. A small squadron of ships manned by less than 3,500 men had captured the South's largest
and wealthiest city. New Orleans, with its shipping facilities, was the only seaport where the
South had any chance to match the Union's overwhelming power on the rivers. It was a critical
blow from which the South could never recover. Sea power had joined in riverine warfare with a
vengeance that was awful in its results to the loser, even darker in omens for the future.
To the north behind Foote's gunboats, catastrophe after catastrophe had continued to befall the
South, whose armies alone could not match the overwhelming advantages the Union armies
gained by having power afloat for joint operations. Instead of an artery of life for the
Confederacy, the far-spreading streams of the Mississippi system had become highways of death
to divide and destroy the South.
The three wooden gunboats had maintained control of the Tennessee River down across the state
to Mississippi. They continued to keep the Confederates off balance, destroying, capturing, and
preventing them from fortifying the banks. Advancing south along the river behind the gunboats,
Grant's troops soon cut off western Tennessee from the rest of the state. In the battle of Shiloh on
6 April, when the Confederates suddenly fell on Grant's army and were on the point of victory,
the gunboats poured a devastating fire upon the units that had turned Grant's river flank. This
timely fire helped transform defeat into victory. Often throughout the vast riverine campaigns of
the Civil War the concentrated mobile artillery of ships, brought speedily to bear at the point of
crisis, would prove decisive, but seldom more strikingly than at Shiloh.
On the Mississippi the semi-ironclad gunboats steadily drove on with the Union armies cutting
into the heart of the South like a flame. On 4 March, Foote's gunboats had occupied Columbus,
"Gibraltar of the West." Outflanked by the rapid combined operations to the eastward, the
Confederates abandoned this "impregnable fortress" leaving large quantities of ordnance and
munitions. In riverine war, as on the oceans, a superior Navy often makes the "impossible" easy.
A month later, as Grant was wining at Shiloh to the eastward with the aid of the wooden
gunboats, the next Confederate stronghold down the Mississippi, Island Number 10, suddenly
fell after stubborn resistance. On 7 April the Confederates precipitantly abandoned it after two of
Foote's gunboats ran past the fortification and made it possible for the Union army to cross the
river in the rear of the fortifications. With little fighting, the Union forces again took a major
stronghold, then called "The Key to the Mississippi," along with over 100 siege guns and large
amounts of other materials the Confederates could ill spare. Mobile naval strength, making
possible swift combined operations, had sealed the fate of the Confederacy on the upper
Mississippi.
Now it knifed deeper into the core of the South. Less than a week after the fall of Island Number
10, Foote's flotilla steamed far downriver to Fort Pillow with the Union army of 20,000 men
following astern in transports. At this last important fortification above Memphis, however, most
of the Union army was detached to the eastward to join Grant at Shiloh. Hence Fort Pillow held
out until evacuated by the Confederates on 4 June (by then Foote, suffering from his wounds,
had been relieved by Captain Charles Henry Davis). Warships alone can accomplish wonders but
riverine operations gain maximum effectiveness when the unique advantages of land forces

combine with the matchless ones of the fleet. Their strengths do not simply add; they multiply to
concentrate a nation's total power with awesome results.
The outnumbered Confederate river fleet now put up a last gallant defense, but the fall of Fort
Pillow doomed Memphis, which surrendered as the Union fleet entered on 6 June. Steadily and
fatefully the South was being dismembered along its river highways.
From New Orleans Farragut's heavy ships, suffering much damage in the restricted river waters,
mounted the Mississippi to Vicksburg. Here was growing a mighty fortress with batteries high
on the bluff that his ships' guns could not effectively reach. With his advance ships at Vicksburg
in mid-May. Farragut could have captured the city if a few thousand troops had been assigned to
him. When he ran past Vicksburg a month later in the early morning hours of 28 June, he had
3,500 soldiers for the combined operation; but now the Confederates had so strengthened the
fortifications that Farragut estimated an army from 12,000 to 15,000 men was needed to capture
it.
On 1 July Davis' flotilla joined Farragut's above Vicksburg. The spearheads from north and south
had met. In a brief 5 months since Grant got underway behind Foote's gunboats for Fort Henry
the whole complexion of the war had changed in the west. The South had suffered crippling
losses in material, territory, and strategic position, which it never regained.
Vicksburg did hold out tenaciously for another year. During this time the warships, especially the
river gunboats, were active in a myriad of operations. One of these has so many similarities to
conditions in Vietnam a century later that it bears touching on. This was the effort to cut off
Vicksburg by controlling the extensive water systems to the rear. The Yazoo River and Yazoo
Pass expeditions were the result of this strategy.
Natural hazards on the Mississippi may be considered light when compared with those on the
Yazoo. The Mississippi is wide and relatively deep, allowing some maneuvering room, but parts
of the Yazoo were reclaimed bayou, with the river's course determined by man-made levees. In
the bayou country the waters were sometimes no more than a foot in depth. Narrow watercourses
and dense overhanging foliage made hard-going routine.
The river workhorses, the armored city-class gunboats, drew too much water for extensive use
under these conditions. They saw some action in the bayous, but were constantly threatened by
collision and marooning. Captain Henry Walke, who earlier had dashed past Island Number 10
in Carondelet, converted stern-wheelers for use on the narrow Yazoo. Pilot houses were lowered,
boilers protected, and several light guns mounted. The thin iron sheets used for armor on the
boats earned them the title "tinclads." Protected from musket and light field artillery fire, they
could not stand up against heavy cannon. The Confederate's ingenious use of torpedoes was an
added and constant menace in the Yazoo.

On 12 December 1862, as part of preparation for combined operations, Walke proceeded up the
Yazoo sweeping torpedoes, as mines were then termed. Almost immediately he lost USS Cairo,
first of some 40 Union craft to fall victim to
Confederate torpedoes. Undeterred, he continued
sweeping. His four light ironclads, four tinclads,
two woodenclads, and two rams moved upriver in
a coordinated minesweeping formation. Progress
was tortuous but steady until arriving at
Drumgould's Bluff, Mississippi. Here the
Southerners had mounted a battery to keep the
Yankees away from two gunboats under
construction at Yazoo City. The exchange of fire
was heated, but the gunboats were able to sweep
the river clear of torpedoes to within a half-mile
of the battery.
The ill-fated joint Yazoo Pass Expedition opened the first week of February 1863. Its purpose
was to reach the rear of Vicksburg by a surprise move. An opening was to be made in the levee
at Yazoo Pass through which the Union gunboats and troop carriers could enter and work up the
Yazoo River above Haines Bluff.
Delay followed delay so that the surprise element was lost. Not until 25 February were
obstructions sufficiently removed from the Pass to allow Lieutenant Commander Watson Smith's
light-draft gunboats, transports, and coal barges to enter. The navigational dangers were
incredible--tree stumps and floating logs stove in housings and fouled wheels; overhanging
willows and vines snared and held on smokestacks. Best speed was a mile and a half in 1 hour.
There was also the ever present threat of having retreat cut off by guerrillas.
When the bedraggled expedition reached the Tallahatchie River (joins with the Yalobusha to
form the Yazoo River) the waters became more manageable. Here, however, the Federals
unexpectedly faced a well-positioned cotton and earthen breastwork, Fort Pemberton. Several
sharp engagements followed between fort and gunboats. Flooded conditions prohibited any troop
landing to outflank the Southern gunners. The Yazoo Pass Expedition came to a grinding halt
and fell back.
Admiral Porter tried again via a different route, Black Bayou. Porter found the going so tough
through the dense forest that he made only four miles in 24 hours while snipers peppered his
gunboats and the Confederates felled trees across his path. The back door to Vicksburg remained
closed.
River warfare in the Yazoo delta highlighted a number of aspects of this projection of sea power;
defensive minelaying and offensive minesweeping on a significant scale, and forays into
outrageously difficult waters. Porter observed that "no one would believe that anything in the
shape of a vessel could get through Black Bayou or anywhere on the route."

A few months later, 4 July 1863, Vicksburg did surrender, and in Lincoln's words the "Father of
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Before and after Vicksburg fell, in addition to the combined operations related on these pages,
there would be a host of others on the western rivers, and indeed on the eastern ones. Most were
small; some had utmost significance as in McClellan's Peninsula Campaign aimed at Richmond.
Yet the ones we have covered are enough to show the overwhelming importance to the Union of
control of the waters in this greatest of riverine wars. Fortunate indeed for the Union and for
history that leaders soundly perceived the decisive role of power afloat, vigorously developed it,
and under indomitable fighters like Foote and Farragut boldly employed it to great ends.
"He who rules the sea rules the world" rings with truth for America in the Civil War as in all
events that have shaped her strange and divinely guided destiny. The secure control of the seas
by the Union Navy allowed the North to press its advantage into all the rivers and inland
waterways of the Confederacy with results like those General Robert E. Lee described on the
seacoast:
Wherever his fleet can be brought, no opposition to his landing can be made except within range
of our fixed batteries. We have nothing to oppose its heavy guns, which sweep over the low
banks of this country with an irresistible force.
Certainly the Civil War must be counted among the great amphibious wars in history. The
popular imagination usually pictures amphibious operations as launched against a coastal point
or island beach. In the Civil War, however, they were frequently directed a thousand miles
inland, wherever ships or boats could go. Remarking on this flexibility at the end of the war,
President Lincoln wrote:
Nor must Uncle Sam's web feet be forgotten. At all the watery margins they have been present.
Not only on the deep sea, the broad bay, the rapid river, but also up the narrow muddy bayou,
and wherever the ground was a little damp, they have been and make their tracks.
* * *
Reviewing the middle period in the history of naval warfare on inland waters, one can note three
distinct features in the U.S. development of a riverine capability. First, as the Navy gained
sufficient strength to exercise sea control, an offensive riverine strategy became possible, e.g.,
the Seminole War, the Mexican War. Second, as the Navy utilized that control its riverine

capability became extraordinarily versatile. Seagoing ships were adapted to fight in rivers or
lakes against major shore batteries; for example, Admiral Farragut at New Orleans. Shallowdraft, heavily armored gunboats were used in inland, smaller-scale, amphibious operations.
Canoes, longboats, and rafts were employed in a guerrilla war deep in forbidding deltas, swamps,
and bayous. The Navy quickly found the appropriate riverine response to meet each challenge.
Third and finally, one notes the Navy's flexible adaptation to local conditions and to the
advantages of steam-driven vessels, armor, and rifled armament. These three characteristics-ability to carry the war rapidly to the enemy, versatile response, and flexible adjustment--are
inherent capabilities of today's mighty U.S. Navy that shapes the future of freedom.

III. The Modern Period
"The Navy's controlling role in riverine war comprises operations on or projected from
restricted waters, together with supporting naval operations, including air and logistics, on and
from deep water."
What is here designated as the modern period in the naval history of riverine warfare is
characterized at the outset by a shift in the theater of operations. As the United States exercised
the leadership of an international power, the theater of riverine operations moved from the
American continent and waters to wherever freedom was challenged. Building on the experience
of a historical heritage, a versatile response to the specific threat, and a flexible adjustment to the
environmental situation, the Navy has continued to strengthen its riverine capacity in the same
measure that the revolutionary developments of the past century have brought vast new powers
to deep-sea navies.
At the turn of the 20th century, the U.S. Navy needed to operate again in a riverine environment
in the Philippine Insurrection, the Boxer Rebellion, and elsewhere. In the first of these areas,
without the riverine navy, composed in large part
of captured Spanish gunboats, coordinating with
army units and using their own landing parties to
project force ashore, the Philippine difficulties
could not soon have been ended. In all areas the
riverine operations, executed with ingenuity and
daring, repeatedly demonstrated unique benefits
of sea power, flexibility, speed of concentration
and ability to apply just the right amount of force
to meet each crisis.
In the early decades of this century, a flotilla of
shallow-draft U.S. Navy gunboats plied the
treacherous waters of the Yangtze River to protect American life and property in revolutionshattered, war-torn China. Along more than 1,500 miles of river, the Yangtze patrol faced hostile
action and natural danger as formidable as any encountered by Barney, Perry, or Farragut.
Current in the meandering Yangtze was swift; water level could fall 24 feet in as many hours.

Sniper, war lord, and bandit alike harassed the boats, and landing parties had to be ready to move
ashore at a moment's notice.
In retrospect one observer has written: "The history of the Yangtze Patrol forms a gallant
chronicle with at least as mild a measure of glory as offered by our early naval exploits. . . . Its
personnel and its ships . . . displayed a pattern of discipline, of orderliness, and of efficiency not
lost on the teeming masses of Central China." For further information on the US Navy in China
see Yangtze River Patrol and Other US Navy Asiatic Fleet Activities in China, 1920-1942.
World War II
The passage of great rivers in the presence of the enemy is one of the most delicate operations in
war.
Attributed to Frederick the Great
In the World Wars of our times the main naval effort went into the desperate struggle to win
control of the high seas, deny their use to the enemy, and by the broad sea highways to project
Allied total power to crush the enemy, as in the great amphibious operations of World War II in
the Mediterranean, against Normandy, and in the incomparable sea war of the Pacific.
Nevertheless, operations in and from restricted waters played their part well wherever needed.
In each war, once victory at sea was assured, the enemy powers deteriorated and capitulated. The
United States has witnessed this significant fact of life in every major war since it won
independence through George Washington's wise use of temporary French ascendancy at sea,
which led to victory at Yorktown. Yet to the grave and growing danger to this Republic,
representing the hopes of man, many Americans have not yet learned this truth.
Although riverine warfare did not play a major role in World War II, since victory on the great
oceans decided the issue, it did play its important part where needed from the PT boats and small
amphibious craft in the Solomons, through the
East Indies and Philippines and in Europe. An
interesting example, helping to hasten the end of
the war in Europe, occurred in March 1945, with
the simultaneous crossing of the Rhine River by
five U.S. armies. This colossal riverine exploit
was the prelude to the final overwhelming assault
on Nazi Germany. More than 50,000 troops,
thousands of vehicles and pieces of ordnance were
brought across the river in 72 hours. To
accomplish this task, U.S. naval units were trained
in England, Belgium, and France to operate
landing craft equipped with .30- and .50-caliber
machine guns. One officer described their training
and integration into the total effort:

The Sailors worked and lived exactly like soldiers. To camouflage themselves as much as
possible, officers and men wore Army field uniforms and helmets, covering or discarding all
naval insignia. I am sure it was the hardest part of the training for them to take. The picture of
disconsolation is a young Navy petty officer who has worked hard for years to earn his rating
badge and then has no opportunity to show it off.
The boats were more difficult to disguise, but even they took on a GI appearance. Blue hulls,
which proudly wore the USN, gave way to olive drab under Army spray guns. They were
brought to their training sites as unobtrusively as possible, moving mostly at night. Where
possible they came by water, through the North Sea and down through the waterways of Belgium
and France. Those with the 3d Army came all the way by land from Le Havre, a journey of 300
miles. They arrived festooned with tree-tops, telephone wires, and bits of buildings from the
French villages through which they had passed like not-to-silent ghosts in the night.
The Rhine River crossings
illuminated once again the
versatile projection of sea power
into a riverine environment. There
were the ever present navigational
hazards, and unbelievably swift
current, floating debris, and the
fresh water problems of mud, silt,
and ice. The Navy readied for
these obstacles by exhaustive
training. Since the operation was
essentially an amphibious assault,
landing craft were used for the
crossing. Deficiency of armor
protection on the LCVPs and
LCMs was compensated for
somewhat by Army artillery
barrages that blasted the landing areas. Nevertheless, the landing craft plying endlessly across the
river were under constant threat of German artillery and aerial attack.
There were enough unique characteristics to the Rhine River crossings to support the naval
historian Samuel Eliot Morison's observation, "Operating landing craft on a river hundreds of
miles from the sea was one of the oddest assignments drawn by American bluejackets during
World War II." It was "odd," in regard to the immensely difficult, unprecedented overland
passage that the river force was required to make before it could go into action. The lack of
awareness of the Navy's long historical river warfare experience, made the operation seem novel
to many involved. It remained for the later "limited wars" of communist aggression and guerrilla
warfare to highlight once again the significant capabilities of sea power in inland waters.
The River War in Vietnam

The Naval presence is also being felt on the inland waterways, rivers and canals in Vietnam. . . .
[W]here water is, Sailors will go.
Admiral Horacio Rivero, USN
In Vietnam the United States did not initially grasp that it had a major struggle on its hands-indeed that it was supporting the liberty of South Vietnam not just against North Vietnam but
against the communist world. Hence, except for controlling the seas, without which no aid was
possible, the United States in only gradual steps utilized the giant advantages sea-based strength
provides.
The long reach of the U.S. Navy's air power, the resistless onslaught of its amphibious forces, the
devastating effects of its heavy guns reaching far inland from the sea, the tight noose of
blockade, and the earth-changing skills of the Seabees were only gradually applied. All, along
with the unfailing flow of "beans, bullets and black oil" by the Service Force and the Military
Sea Transportation Service (MSTS), were playing large roles in the defense of freedom before
the riverine navy reached sufficient size to join them as a strong partner.
To our small initial Navy section of the Military Assistance and Advisory Group, Vietnam, we
gradually added stronger coastal forces, rapidly increased the number of river patrol and
minesweeping craft, and introduced a river assault force to give three major U.S. Navy
combatant task forces in Vietnam. Also during the period of build up of U.S. Navy strength in
Vietnam, the Vietnamese Navy itself was growing in coastal and river patrol, river assault, and
logistics capabilities with the help of U.S. Navy
advisors. In late 1968 operations were begun that
combined the capabilities of all three major U.S.
Navy task forces, the Vietnamese Navy, and other
Free World ground and air forces to strike at
enemy strongholds and interdict enemy supply
routes. In addition to the combat operations on the
many waterways of Vietnam, hundreds of large
and small U.S. and Vietnamese Navy logistics
craft form a vital link in the flow of supplies to
allied forces at remote bases.
Riverine warfare is an extension of sea power. By controlling the high seas the Navy can project
its strength along the inland waterways into the heart of enemy territory.
Since this brief study has riverine war as its subject, it does not cover the other vital elements of
naval action in the Vietnam war. It must be understood in reading of inshore exploits, however,
that without large ships controlling the sea and
providing the indispensable advantages we derive
from strength on the oceans, we could not fight the
riverine war of the Mekong Delta any more than the
Marines or the Army could fight the communists
anywhere ashore. Riverine war is simply a derivative,

a dividend, and a rich one indeed of superior naval power.
Communist led insurgency amidst Vietnam's extensive inland waterway communication systems
led to the rise of riverine warfare to marked importance. It has become a kind of guerrilla warfare
fought in the Navy environment--water--against a fully developed Mao Tse-tung type communist
guerrilla. The late President Kennedy has aptly described what we face in Vietnam today:
. . . another type of warfare--new in intensity, ancient in its origin--war by guerrillas,
subversives, insurgents, assassins--war by ambush instead of aggression--seeking victory by
eroding and exhausting the enemy instead of engaging him.
The primary step in defeating an enemy waging guerrilla warfare is to isolate him by interdicting
his supply lines and enforcing strict population and resources control. Naval forces in Vietnam
play a vital role in the execution of both of these measures. Coastal surveillance forces form a
tight barrier against the infiltration of personnel and arms by sea. An important source of food is
largely denied the enemy by the enforcement of rigid controls over fishing areas. River patrols
maintain a careful watch over the thousands of junks and sampans transporting goods and people
over hundreds of miles of inland waterways. The interdiction campaigns begun in late 1968 have
cut across the enemy's major overland avenues to the southern provinces of Vietnam completing
the first step in his eventual defeat.
No less important in combatting a guerrilla is the need to seize the initiative and deprive him of
the sanctuary offered by his remote jungle base camps, and to search out and destroy his main
combat forces. Various types of river assault craft have conducted far ranging combined
operations with ground and air forces. These highly mobile forces with their waterborne heavy
fire power, troop lift, and support capabilities have made an important contribution to the
interdiction campaigns through rapid exploitation
of enemy contacts generated by patrol units. The
shallow-draft coastal patrol craft have carried the
battle to the enemy far up the rivers and canals
opening to the sea on which river patrol or assault
craft have not normally operated. The communist
guerrillas can no longer depend on remote riverine
areas to offer the sanctuary they once knew.
To carry out these tasks, the U.S. Navy has a
variety of combat and support organizations. Five
of these are primarily engaged in or assisting their
Vietnamese Navy counterparts in riverine and
inshore warfare--River Patrol Force, Mobile
Riverine Force, Coastal Surveillance Force, Naval Advisory Group, and for the most recent
interdiction and strike campaigns, Operation SEA LORDS.
An Imposing Riverine Environment

Riverine warfare may take on as many different shapes and forms as there are different inland
waterways and varying reasons for employing combat forces on them. In South Vietnam, the
near-bewildering maze of inland waterways imposes both an extraordinary riverine challenge
and an unequaled opportunity for the employment of naval forces. Thus, American sea power
has had to assume a wide variety of shapes and forms in order to effectively combat guerrilla
forces in the unique combat environment represented by the inland waterways of Vietnam.
This challenge is centered within, but not limited to, the vast Mekong Delta. This steaming, lowlying area, together with the dense forests and rice lands of the Ca Mau Peninsula, comprises
about one-fourth of South Vietnam's total area and contains more than one-third of the 16 million
population. The area has sheltered tens of thousands of veteran Viet Cong guerrillas and has been
the scene of 28 years of continuous warfare that has torn and weakened the fabric of normal
government. In 1968, with the stepped-up fighting and infiltration of North Vietnamese Army
forces into the northern regions of the Republic, a number of inland waterways in this area have
taken on new significance. In addition to serving as major logistic arteries for Free World
defenders of this area, these rivers and interconnecting bays and lagoons have been the scene of
numerous combined operations by riverine craft and ground forces seeking to clear the enemy
from the northern coastal region.
The Delta's unique nature favors guerrilla operations. The swampy rice lands and contrasting
dense jungles severely restrict mobility of conventional military forces. However, the many
navigable waterways provide an alternative means of mobility that has long been enjoyed by the
Delta's inhabitants. The area is not only rich in natural waterways, but is also criss-crossed with a
web of large and small canals
serving as "roads." Begun over
1,000 years ago, they have been
developed into one of the world's
outstanding navigational and
drainage systems. This labyrinth
of interconnecting inland
waterways totals more than 4,000
miles. These consist of
meandering streams with steep
banks and low natural levees;
canals varying from 130 feet wide
with depths of 6 to 16 feet, to
those 60 feet wide and 4 to 8 feet
deep; and flooded plains or dense
mangrove swamps.
The dense vegetation along many of the waterways limits visibility and provides excellent cover
for guerrillas lying in ambush positions along the banks. Floating vegetation and heavily silted
waters serve to conceal floating or sunken water mines, increasing the threat from the river and
canal banks. It is not uncommon for an engagement with the guerrillas to begin with a command
detonated mine explosion followed by an exchange of fire with 75-mm and sometimes larger
weapons--at ranges of 50 feet! The character of the major waterways will vary twice daily with

the changing tide, a phenomena whose effect is felt throughout the Delta to the Cambodian
border and beyond.
The Mekong Delta divides into three rather distinct regions:
1. The Plain of Reeds, located west by north of Saigon, is a vast area of reeds and grass,
which during flood season lies under 1 to 6 feet of water and looks like an immense
shallow lake from the air.
2. The lower Mekong Delta with its great rice growing areas extends from northwest of
Saigon to the dense forests of the southern and western Ca Mau Peninsula. The rice
producing area holds most of the Delta population and until late 1968 was the scene of
most U.S. Navy riverine operations. The forests of the Ca Mau Peninsula provided secure
base areas for the Viet Cong until coastal surveillance and river assault craft with ground
and air forces began to reestablish government authority.
3. The third and possibly most forbidding area is in the mangrove and nipa palm swamps at
the mouths of the Mekong and in the adjacent Rung Sat (Forest of Assassins) Special
Zone surrounding the main ship channel to Saigon. Like the Florida Everglades, the area
consists of many meandering waterways through entangled trees, vines, exposed, roots,
and heavy undergrowth. Tides in these waterways are so extreme that river flow often
changes direction, and the foliage is commonly so thick that troops 3 feet apart lose sight
of one another.
A French naval surgeon who participated in Delta operations in 1945-46 described its
environmental rigors:
Progress across rice paddies and mangrove thickets forced the men most of the time to struggle
through water and mud. Frequent transshipments aboard LCVPs to cross river channels became
exhausting; in fact, owing to the absence of roads, it was necessary to carry on one's back, not
only a regular kit, but also all the ammunition and weapons, such as machine guns and
mortars . . . and finally, for these drenched men, veritable hunks of ambulating mud, the leaden
sun added to their torment.
It is clear that projection of sea power into such an imposing riverine environment requires a
major naval effort. On 1 April 1966, U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam, Rear Admiral N.G. Ward,
commanding, was established to consolidate the several U.S. Navy efforts already underway in
Vietnam under a single service component of the U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.
In addition to the support commands at Saigon and Danang, and Seabee construction efforts, the
Naval Advisory Group, the Coastal Surveillance Force (TF-115), and the River Patrol Force (TF116) were placed under the operational control of Commander U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam
(COMNAVFORV) at this time. Approximately a year later the first units of the Mobile Riverine
Force (TF-117) were added to the resources of COMNAVFORV for the specific purpose of
conducting combined riverine operations. In October 1968, Operation SEA LORDS (South East
Asia Lake, Ocean, River, Delta Strategy) was initiated with the activation of the TF-194
designator in order to facilitate the coordinated and integrated employment of units from all three
U.S. Navy task forces in riverine interdiction, strike, and pacification campaigns.

Operation JACKSTAY
Before describing the various task forces' contributions to riverine warfare we might note
Operation JACKSTAY, late March, early April, 1966--a full-scale U.S. Naval amphibious
operation launched from a "blue water" force off the coast. Operation JACKSTAY was the first
major U.S. naval operation in the river environment of the Rung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ). It
marked a turning point in the unfolding saga of projection of U.S. sea power from the high seas
and coastal waters into the waterways of the Delta. Prior to this, the U.S. Navy's participation in
the river war was fairly well limited to inshore operations by "Swift" boats, small fast patrol craft
(PCF) of the Coastal Surveillance Force, and the work of U.S. Navy advisors with the
Vietnamese Navy River Assault Groups. After JACKSTAY" the beginning of River Patrol Force
operations and establishment of U.S. Naval Forces, Vietnam, the U.S. Navy became increasingly
involved in the river war.
JACKSTAY pointed up the versatility made possible by control of the water whether offshore or
within a country. The operation, conducted in two phases, was planned to decimate the Viet
Cong in the RSSZ. These 400 square miles of swamp, thickly covered by tropical vegetation, are
particularly suited to clandestine operations. For a generation the region had harbored the Viet
Cong, with their arms factories, recuperation, and training camps.
Phase one began 26 March 1966 as a surface/helicopter amphibious assault on the face of the
Long Thanh Peninsula by Marines of the 1st Battalion, 5th Regiment. Underwater Demolition
Team (UDT) swimmers, preparatory air strikes by Seventh Fleet carrier-based aircraft and naval
gunfire all supported the operation. Throughout, amphibious craft and coastal surveillance craft
provided blocking and surveillance against Viet Cong escape. The long inland reach of sea
power swiftly adapts to complex needs.
The second phase, a deep penetration of the swamps, began 31 March as an 18-boat convoy
entered the Vam Sat River. Led by two French-built, Vietnamese-manned FOMs (a V-bottomed
boat about the size of an LCVP), the convoy included two Vietnamese LCCPs rigged with chain
drags and grapnels for minesweeping; a Vietnamese Monitor (an armored LCM-6 with a mortar
and automatic weapons); seven LCMs and two LCVPs carrying U.S. Marines; two LCPLs
providing additional gunfire support; and two U.S. Navy LCM-3 salvage boats. Throughout the
7-mile transit down the Vam Sat, carrier-based aircraft and armed helicopters provided air cover.
Commander Derwin T. Lamb, USN, directed the operation from the open deck of an LCPL
positioned directly behind the Vietnamese "minesweepers" and ahead of the Marines. The
overall commander of the operation, Captain John D. Westervelt, USN, rode a helicopter
patrolling overhead.
As the group approached the first bend of the Vam Sat, the Viet Cong tripped a crude electrical
mine halfway between Lamb's command LCPL and the Monitor--a booming echo of
Confederate "torpedoes" a century ago. The Navy craft escaped damage, however, because they
had wisely hugged the shallow side of the river instead of navigating center channel. Following
the mine blast, intense small arms fire burst from the matted foliage on both banks. Driving on
through enemy shots, the boats opened up with everything they had--40-mm guns on the
Monitor, .30-caliber guns on the LCPL, and small arms fire from the troops in the LCMs.

Meanwhile, aircraft bombed and strafed guerrilla positions about 100 yards inland, preventing
the Viet Cong from bringing heavy guns to bear. About a mile down river, the enemy fire lifted,
and the rest of the passage was marked only by sporadic sniping.
After landing troops in the heart of the dismal mangrove swamps, the convoy moved back up
river in the same formation to embark two companies of Marines working their way through the
swamp to a predetermined point. The pickup was without incident; one observer reported:
The mike boats [LCMs] churned up to the shore, crashing their way through the overhanding tree
limbs and dense undergrowth along the swampy edge. And as the ramps of the mike boats were
lowered, they cut an opening right through the rotted vegetation, making it easier for the Marines
to come on board.
As the convoy moved ahead after picking up their Marines, they again ran into small arms fire,
which continued for the greater part of the trip upriver. The open LCMs, each carrying 60
Marines, were vulnerable targets. Close air support was especially helpful. Bombing and strafing
on either side of the river again prevented the Viet Cong from bringing up heavy weapons or
concentrating small arms fire. As the firing slowed, then silenced, the convoy moved out into
open water of the Soi Rap.
The results of JACKSTAY were more impressive than the 53 confirmed Viet Cong dead or the
tons of material destroyed or captured. They can be measured in terms of the penetration of sea
power into the very heart of the enemy's sanctuary. As our initial major riverine operation, it
proved what the enemy would soon learn more conclusively: that wherever water reached, there
was no longer any sure place to hide from the versatile extension of the American Navy.
DECKHOUSE V
Another penetration by the deep-sea navy took place in the Co Chien and Ham Luong rivers,
January 1967. In this operation USS Coconino County and USS Washtenaw County led by St.
Francis River conducted the first seaward penetration of the Co Chien across 8 miles of bars at
night to kick off the assault on the Thanh Phu Secret Zone by Seventh Fleet Marines. During the
first two nights of the operation, the LSMR successfully dueled enemy heavy weapons platoons
at the point blank range of 400 yards to aid embattled riverine forces without serious friendly
damage or casualties.
Assault boat operations launched from the 6-fathom curve later reinforced the combined heloboat assault on the third day. The 10-mile shoal-river transit makes it the longest direct surface
amphibious operation in the war. Later when Marine operations shifted further north and inland,
St. Francis River and Carronade, taking advantage of high tides, slipped over 6 miles of bars
with as little as 1 foot below their keels to enter the Ham Luong River from seaward and closely
support the advancing troops. Local fishermen did not believe the river penetration by a ship was
possible under any circumstances. Surprise, speed of attack, and the concentrated firepower of
the ships played key roles in success.
Seventh Fleet Naval Gunfire Support

We cannot pass on the task forces operating primarily in restricted waters without mentioning
another major aid from the offshore Navy--air and gunfire support. In thousands of enemy
contacts large and small, the Seventh Fleet warships have contributed magnificently to success.
The foe dreads nothing more than the precise, continuous fire of naval guns and dive bombing.
Spotted swiftly on the target by air and gunfire support teams, they have saved countless
situations for troops ashore. These may be close inshore where rapid fire small guns add to the
great ones, or many miles inland where the might guns of cruisers and battleship New Jersey
reach to shatter communist attacks or to smash enemy defenses clearing the way for our
advancing troops.
Many of the gunfire support missions aid riverine operations. For instance, in April 1966, USS
Morton (DD 948) responded to an emergency call and raced 20 miles up the Saigon River. Her
rapid-firing 5-inch guns swiftly silenced the enemy. This prompt action has been typical
throughout the conflict.
An example of support by smaller types occurred in August 1968 when a force of U.S. and
Vietnamese Marines located a large concentration of the enemy near Hue. The call for assistance
was immediately answered. PCF 39, a MARKET TIME unit, and Clarion River (LSMR 409) of
the Seventh Fleet, put the enemy to route, inflicting heavy casualties.
The Viet Cong have suffered continuous defeat and disaster on the coastal plains. The acclaim by
voice radio "Good shooting . . . watch 'em run" often races out to the ships at sea.
Naval Advisory Group and the Vietnamese RAGs
The modern origins of the river war in Vietnam have their roots in the French-Indo-Chinese War,
1946-54. Building on French naval experience, and in most cases using the same river craft, the
South Vietnamese developed River Assault Groups (RAGs). U.S. naval advisors who had served
in Vietnam since 1957 with wisdom and dedication were first assigned to the RAGs in 1962. The
RAGs comprise groups of World War II amphibious vessels--LCMs and LCVPs--altered to
support as much armor and armament as their structures will allow. Each RAG consists of some
200 officers and men and is capable of transporting a landing force of Vietnamese battalion size-about 500 men. Their primary mission is to conduct offensive operations along the inland
waterways.
A search and destroy operation conducted by the South Vietnamese in March 1967 illustrates the
close coordination between them and the United States forces. Designated OVERLORD II, the
mission sought to clean out a Viet Cong
stronghold on an island 15 miles south of Saigon.
Afloat, Vietnamese River Assault Groups 24 and
28, joined by U.S. Navy craft, supported elements
of the 199th Infantry Brigade, U.S. Army, and the
25th ARVN (Army of the Republic of Vietnam)
Division. The river assault groups transported the
troops to the objective area, then furnished gunfire

support and blockaded the surrounding waterways to prevent escape. Six U.S. Navy river patrol
boats and two SEAL team boats joined them. (The SEAL acronym is derived from the words,
Sea, Air and Land. SXEAL teams are Navy guerrilla units comparable to the U.S. Army's
Special Forces or the Air Force's Commandos). This typical operation secured the island,
captured much material, and resulted in 15 Viet Cong killed, 16 captured, 101 suspects detained.
RAG advisors, such as Lieutenant Harold D. Meyerkord, USNR, who received a posthumous
Navy Cross, have performed heroically in this arduous type of riverine warfare. They
participated in the same types of daring operations as those carried out by the U.S. Navy's
Mobile Riverine Force. They have also served with all other parts of the Vietnamese Navy afloat
and ashore. Teaching and assisting with dedication, they have seen their efforts rewarded by the
development of an effective navy with high esprit de corps.
The Coastal Surveillance Force
A thousand miles of coast line, traversed by a host of junks, offers broad opportunity for the
communists to move men and munitions into South Vietnam by sea. The Coastal Surveillance
Force, TF-115, in Operation MARKET TIME guards the many waterways interlacing the coast.
Day and night, MARKET TIME vessels operate to interdict and destroy enemy supply craft, to
deny the enemy the use of the water routes, and to combat insurgent activity. The interdiction
task alone is of first magnitude considering the amount of normal boat traffic into which Viet
Cong infiltration can merge. In 1968 the TF-115 patrols boarded or inspected alongside over
600,000 sampans, junks, and other craft.
In addition to this basic task, with the traditional flexibility of navies, the MARKET TIME units
carry out many others on call--for example, hundreds of close gunfire support missions each
month for troops ashore. The patrol boats and ships also support Marines on reconnaissance
operations and amphibious assaults; provide mortar and .50-caliber machine-gun fire for Special
Forces raids; beat back Viet Cong attempts to overrun U.S. or Vietnamese Army outposts; strike
against enemy positions; evacuate wounded--all inshore operations.
In October 1968 PCFs of the Coastal Surveillance Force expanded their inshore activities with a
series of intelligence probes and raids up the rivers of the Ca Mau Peninsula. In one of these
operations three PCFs swept suddenly 7 miles up the Ong Doc River and 4 miles down a canal
into the heart of an enemy base area known as "VC Lake." Returning to the open sea under cover
of naval gunfire provided by a Coast Guard cutter standing off shore, the Swift boats destroyed
more than a hundred buildings and dozens of sampans belonging to the surprised Viet Cong. The
raid typified the aggressive expansion of American sea power into every conceivably navigable
area of South Vietnam. These river raids were soon incorporated in Operation SEA LORDS and
coordinated with the operations of other U.S. Navy and Free World forces and have continued at
the rate of about 50 each month.
The Coastal Surveillance Force employs a wide variety of craft, including radar-picket escort
destroyers (DERs), U.S. Coast Guard High endurance Cutters (WHECs) and Patrol boats
(WPBs), Patrol Gunboats (PGs/PGMs), Swift Boats (PCFs), minesweepers and long-range patrol
aircraft. It also includes Harbor Defense Forces, Operation STABLE DOOR. The facility with

which units of TF-115 shift to the task at hand, whatever its nature, on the high seas, inshore, or
on the inland waters, bears testimony to the high mobility, flexibility, and swiftness to
concentrate, inherent in power afloat.
The River Patrol Force
In early 1966 the Viet Cong held the Mekong Delta virtually as their exclusive preserve. The
U.S. Navy recognized that to deny the Delta to the enemy, it would be necessary to:
a. Sever his supply lines by gaining control of the waterways; and,
b. Search out and destroy troops and his bases by developing means to transport and support
ground forces of sufficient size to do the job.
In broad terms, the River Patrol Force (TF-116), Operation GAME WARDEN, was established
to accomplish the first, and the Mobile River Force (TF-117) came into being to achieve the
second of these tasks. The mainstay of the river Patrol Force, headquartered at Binh Thuy near
Can Tho in the Delta, are the River Patrol Boats (PBRs) and the UH-1B helicopters (Seawolves).
The PBR is a 31-foot fiberglass, radar-equipped boat, armed with a twin .50-caliber machine gun
forward, a single .50-caliber aft, a grenade launcher, and a M-60 machine gun, plus hand
weapons. A water jet propulsion system gives a capability of 25 knots top speed and extreme
maneuverability. Its 18-inch draft permits operations in shallow rivers where ordinarily only flatbottomed sampans can ply. The boats operate with four-man crews from 10 GAME WARDEN
bases. A peak strength of about 250 PBRs was reached by TF-116 before many of these boats
were turned over to the Vietnamese Navy in 1968 when the Vietnamese began assuming more
and more of the river patrol responsibilities.
The Seawolves, chugging overhead, mount four 7.62-mm machine guns in pairs, two M-60
machine guns in pairs, two M-60 machine guns with door gunners and two pods capable of firing
14 2.75-inch rockets. The helicopters have a range of 250 miles, a speed of 125 knots, and carry
a crew of two officers and two enlisted men. They operate from land bases, LSTs and Mobile
Riverine bases.
Within 4 months after the PBRs began to arrive (March 1966), the river Patrol Force was
patrolling the Mekong Delta's rivers in search of Viet Cong and contraband. Soon the PBR
Sailors averaged 1,200 two-boat patrols per month, sighted almost 50,000 river craft; boarded
and searched 9,000. Subsequently they built up to as many as a quarter of a million boats
detected in a month, of which they inspected a high percentage. Working with other units of TF116--minesweepers, LSTs, SEAL teams, and Seawolves--the PBRs have effectively disrupted
major Viet Cong troop movements, and interdicted the many waterborne supply lines on the
myriad waterways in the Delta and Rung Sat Special Zone. The busy river patrol craft have also
provided water transportation, communications, logistic support and gunfire for outposts and for
combined search and destroy missions against the enemy. Equally important, the presence and
success of TF-116, the kindness of U.S. Navy Sailors, and frequent medical evacuation trips by
the PBRs have raised the morale of the river populace. Friendly river traffic flows with less fear
of being waylaid by the Viet Cong. The Delta people can live with greater freedom and less
terror, thanks to the United States River Navy.

Two Sailors of the River Patrol Force have been awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor
". . . for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of (their lives) above and beyond the
call of duty." One went posthumously to Seaman David G. Ouellet, USN, who met a hero's death
in action on 6 March 1967.
Ouellet was manning the forward .50-caliber machine gun on PBR 24 while patrolling the Cua
Dai tributary of the Mekong River. As the PBR passed a rice field only 40 to 50 yards from the
bank, a fragmentation grenade was launched from its hidden depths and landed in the PBRs
cockpit. Racing aft from the safety of his forward position and shouting to his shipmates to
"duck," Seaman Ouellet placed himself between the grenade and the rest of the crew as it
exploded, absorbing the blast with his body. His prompt, brave and selfless action prevented the
grenade fragments from exploding forward in the cockpit, and thereby undoubtedly saved his
shipmates' lives and the PBR from serious damage.
Boatswain's Mate First Class James E. Williams, USN, boat captain of PBR 105, received the
Medal of Honor in what must rank as one of the most daring river raids in United States naval
history. On 31 October 1966, Williams' boat and another PBR under his tactical command were
suddenly taken under fire by two enemy sampans. He immediately ordered the fire returned,
killing the crew of one enemy boat and causing the other sampan to take refuge in a nearby river
inlet. Williams' citation continues:
Pursuing the fleeing sampans, the U.S. patrol encountered a heavy volume of small arms fire
from enemy forces, at close range, occupying well-concealed positions along the river bank.
Maneuvering through this fire, the patrol confronted a numerically superior enemy force on
board two enemy junks and eight sampans augmented by heavy automatic weapons fire from
ashore.
In the savage battle that ensued, Petty Officer Williams, with utter disregard for his own safety,
exposed himself to the withering hail of enemy fire to direct counter-fire and inspire the actions
of his patrol. Recognizing the overwhelming strength of the enemy force, Petty Officer Williams
deployed his patrol to await the arrival of armed helicopters. In the course of this movement, he
discovered an even larger concentration of enemy boats.
Not waiting for the arrival of the armed helicopters, he displayed great initiative and boldly led
the patrol through the intense enemy fire and damaged and destroyed 60 enemy sampans and
seven junks. This phase of the action completed, and with the arrival of the armed helicopters,
Petty Officer Williams directed the attack on the remaining enemy force.
As the helicopter fire team came on the scene, Williams issued terse instructions to the lead pilot
that are in the traditions of a valiant service: "I want y'all to go in there and hold field-day on
them guys." The citation further states:
Now virtually dark, and although Petty Officer Williams was aware that his boats would become
even better targets, he ordered the patrol boats' search lights turned on to better illuminate the
area and moved the patrol perilously close to shore to press the attack. Despite a waning supply

of ammunition, the patrol
successfully engaged the
enemy ashore and
completed the route of the
enemy force.
Under the leadership of
Petty Officer Williams, who
demonstrated unusual
professional skill and
indomitable courage
throughout the three hour
battle, the patrol accounted
for the destruction or loss of
sixty-five boats and
inflicted numerous
casualties on the enemy
personnel. His
extraordinary heroism and
exemplary fighting spirit in
the face of grave risks
inspired the efforts of his
men to defeat a larger
enemy force, and are in
keeping with the finest traditions of the United States Naval Service.
Mobile Riverine Force
Another power in the Mekong Delta is the joint Army-Navy Mobile Riverine Force (MRF). This
mobile assault force conducts search and destroy operations against the Viet Cong through the
vast tangle of waterways interlacing the Delta.
The Mobile Riverine Force (TF-117) is the outgrowth of extensive planning, intensive training,
and courageous dedication. River Assault Flotilla ONE/River Assault Squadron SEVEN, was
established 1 September 1966 at Coronado, California, as a unit of the Amphibious Force,
Pacific Fleet.
Realistic training for assault boat crews was conducted in the upper San Francisco Bay, where
terrain and waterways simulated delta conditions met in Vietnam. A new training activity, the
Naval Inshore Operations Training Command, was quickly formed at Mare Island Shipyard.
Early in January 1967, MRF units began arriving in South Vietnam, following the first staff
members who came in October 1966 to begin preparation. Joint "in country" training followed in
the Rung Sat Special Zone with infantry companies embarked.
The primary combat units of the MRF are from the U.S. Army's 9th Infantry Division and the
186 assault craft of the Navy's River Assault Flotilla ONE. Stressing mobility and flexibility of

operations, the river assault craft also conduct riverine warfare operations with Vietnamese
Marines, Army, Regional, and Popular Force troops, as coordinated jointly by U.S. Army, U.S.
Navy, and Vietnamese military commanders. Up to four U.S. Army battalions, the Navy boat
crews, and the staff and support personnel are quartered on board the 11 ships that make up the
two Mobile Riverine Bases. These ships move up and down the major rivers of the Delta as the
operational situation dictates in order to serve as the floating support bases from which the force
launches its operations. This mobility allows the MRF to take immediate advantage of any
shifting situation and react rapidly. The Ninth Division is headquartered in a new, major base at
Dong Tam about 5 miles west of the provincial capital My Tho.
During a typical operation the Army troops are carried into battle in Navy Armored Troops
Carriers (ATCs), conventional landing craft, specially armored to shield against the heavy fire
they often endure in close, heated firefights. Each of these rugged boats can carry and provide
close support for an entire platoon (40 men) of fully equipped infantrymen and can traverse
virtually any waterway with a depth of 5 feet and room to turn around. Protected against enemy
fire by a trigger bar shield and a special grade of hard steel armor, each ATC carries a small
arsenal of short-range weapons that makes her a significant offensive threat.
In addition to the ATCs, which make up about half of the force, the flotilla includes three other
types of boats that support and protect the ATCs in their primary mission of landing troops at
strategic beachheads.
Serving as the "battleships" of the riverine fleet are the Monitors, which, like the ATCs are
converted from LCM-6 landing craft. Instead of carrying troops, they have been equipped with
heavier weapons, and armor, and are designed to stay on the scene and slug it out with the enemy
once contact is made. In addition to the ATCs standard .30-caliber, .50-caliber and 20-mm
machine guns, the monitor carries automatic grenade launchers, an 81-mm mortar, a 40-mm
cannon or a 105-mm howitzer in a forward turret. Still others have flamethrowing weapons
installed forward--awesome and effective weapons for the fierce, close-quartered fighting on the
canals of the Delta.
The Command and Communications Boat (CCB) is virtually identical to the monitor, except that
an Army-Navy command post has been substituted for the mortar pit. Thus, both the battalion
and river squadron commanders have a communications center at their continuous disposal from
which they can direct and coordinate the movement of their forces.
The Assault Support Patrol Boat (ASPB) is the only riverine boat specifically designed and
constructed for use in the MRF, all others being conversions of landing craft. Capable of much
faster speeds (15 knots versus 8 knots for the other assault boats), the ASPBs tasks include
patrol, minesweeping, and escorting the slower troop-laden boats. With the onset of greatly
expanded interdiction patrols under Operation SEA LORDS in late 1968, a number of these craft
have been employed in this role with TF-194.
In addition to these four basic types of assault craft, a number of the ATCs have been modified
by the addition of a helicopter pad over the forward part of the boat, making them the Navy's

smallest "aircraft carrier." These "mini-carriers" are used for quick resupply and for speedy
evacuation of wounded personnel during combat.
Four LCM-6s have been reconfigured as refuelers and can carry both helicopter and small-boat
fuel. One "Refueler" has a helicopter pad.
The Navy's first increment of riverine assault boats was not due to arrive in Vietnam until March
1967. During the early days of February, however, the Viet Cong increased the tempo of attacks
on United States and allied vessels in the Long Tau River, the main shipping route between
Saigon and the South China Sea. On 16 February, a decision was made to press the Mobile
Riverine Force into immediate service, using borrowed boats from the Vietnamese Navy, to
conduct search and destroy operations in the Rung Sat Special Zone.
Operation RIVER RAIDER I got underway promptly. USS Henrico (APA 45) served as the
mobile base for the troops. River Assault Squadron 9 transported and supported the U.S. Army's
3d Battalion, 47th Regiment of the 91st Division in sweeps through the mangrove swamps. En
route assault craft provided protection from enemy snipers and ambushers. Troops ploughed
ashore under cover of automatic weapon and mortar fire from the assault craft. The boats then
took flanking and blocking positions to prevent Viet Cong evasion by water. Opposition
throughout was light, consisting mainly of sporadic sniper fire as the enemy faded before this
swift striking power. By the end of the operation, 19 March, the combined Navy and Army force
had killed some 40 Viet Cong, destroyed enemy camps, and captured or disposed of quantities of
weapons, ammunition, mines, and junks.
Initial operations in the Rung Sat Special Zone thus proved highly successful. By early April,
with assault boats arriving from the United States, it was decided to move the MRF into the
Mekong Delta. It first went to Dong Tam. Later the force moved to such places as Kien Hoa
Province, Bien Hoa Province, Long An Province, and Go Cong Province.
By late May 1967, the five ships that formed the
initial Mobile Riverine Base had arrived in the
Delta. These include two self-propelled barracks
ships, the USS Benewah (APB 35) and USS
Colleton (APB 30); a landing craft repair ship,
USS Askari (ARL 30); the barracks craft APL 26;
and a logistics support LST assigned on a 2month rotational basis by Commander Seventh
Fleet.
These five ships provided repair and logistic
support, including messing, berthing, and working
spaces for the 1,900 embarked troops of the 2d
Brigade and the 1,600 Navy men then assigned to TF-117. Benewah served as the Mobile
Riverine Force flagship. By mid-June, 68 boats had joined the force and others arrived every few
days (the full complement of 180 river assault craft was reached in 1968).

Thus beginning June 1967, it was possible to conduct six to eight search and destroy missions
per month, each lasting 2 or 3 days. (A number were joint United States-South Vietnamese.) On
each of eight separate operations during the year, more than 100 Viet Cong were killed.
The battle of 4-6 December 1967, in western Dinh Tuong and eastern Kien Phong provinces,
was the MRF's biggest single engagement of the year. In this engagement, the combined forces
of the MRF and the 5th Battalion of the Vietnamese Marine Corps overwhelmed elements of the
Viet Cong 502 Local Force and 267th Battalion.
As the force steered up the Rach Ruong Canal the boats came under intense automatic weapon,
recoilless rifle and rocket fire. Some 40 of the assault craft were hit, with over a score suffering
important damage. Undeterred, the boats pushed on to the landing site. The Vietnamese Marines
determinedly assaulted and seized the fortified bunkers. This prompt and vigorous attack gave
the Viet Cong little chance to evade. They lost 266 dead on the battlefield, along with weapons
and much ammunition. In addition, the MRF destroyed 161 bunkers, 126 sampans, and 8
command structures. Allied losses were 52 killed in action, of whom 11 were Americans.
Assault craft participating in the battle endured day-long attack by enemy gun and rocket fire
without loss of a boat, through some 40 received hits.
The Viet Cong Tet Offensive, 29 January to 8 February 1968, was vicious and sustained. It was
marked by even more than usual wanton disregard for human life and dignity. Throngs of
civilian refugees were fired upon by the Viet Cong, and unspeakable atrocities were committed
against military prisoners, government officials, women, and children throughout the Delta.
To contain and break the back of this desperate enemy attack, grave responsibilities rested with
the craft and the brave young men of the MRF and the GAME WARDEN craft. Throughout this
dark period, the MRF used the tremendous advantage of water transport mobility to shift the
entire force from one threatened area to another. MRF's continuous operations during the period
accounted for over 650 Viet Cong dead, the capture of large caches of weapons and tons of
ammunition and supplies; but the most significant result of MRF action was preventing the Viet
Cong from achieving a single important victory. The Tet offensive failed; the MRF for one drove
a large marlinspike into its coffin. In fact, General Westmoreland credited the MRF with having
"saved the Delta."
Subsequent operations in 1968-69
emphasize the MRF's powerful ability to
carry the fight to the enemy. One of the
most unusual operations occurred 30 July8 August 1968, beginning in the Twin
rivers area of Chuong Thien Province
about 40 miles south of Can Tho and later
extending into portions of the U Minh
Forest near the Gulf of Thailand. With
this assault, the MRF became the first
allied unit in more than a decade to enter
the notorious Viet Cong stronghold and

base area. This operation also represented the greatest distance the assault boats had operated
from support facilities of the mobile riverine base.
Heavy contact was achieved late in the first day, when the Vietnamese Marines flushed an
enemy force out of a bunker complex and the boats took the fleeing enemy under fire. With the
Monitors and ASPBs providing most of the fire, the gunboats were credited with more than 30
Viet Cong killed in action. By the end of the 10-day operation, more than 240 of the enemy had
been killed and huge caches of weapons and ammunition captured.
Important battles gain more attention, but the life of an assault boat crewman is best described as
a continuing series of large and small ambushes and firefights.
One episode points up the steadfast courage expected in the MRF as elsewhere in the U.S. Navy
wherever it sails. Armored Troop Carrier 92-2 was one of a column of boats proceeding up the
river toward a designated beaching area when the Viet Cong launched a vicious attack.
Engineman Joseph J. Ennis immediately returned fire with his .30-caliber machine gun mounted
in the well deck forward. Seconds later, a B-40 rocket exploded on the canopy above Ennis,
spraying shrapnel throughout the troop-filled well deck. Ennis was knocked down and suffered a
severe wound in his abdomen and multiple fragment wounds of the neck, arms, legs, and back.
Although stunned and in great pain, he returned to his weapon. Finding it inoperable, he rushed
aft to the boat's magazine, grabbed a new .30-caliber machine gun, ran back to the forward well
deck and, not delaying to mount the gun from a hand-held position, poured a withering barrage
into the enemy positions. His ammunition exhausted, he administered first aid to other wounded.
As the boat neared the bank, Ennis realized that the troops would need cover fire in the assault,
so he quickly reloaded the machine gun and, after the ATC ramp was lowered, stood on the
ramp, fully exposed, and laid down cover fire for the troops. He maintained this position until
every able-bodied soldier had gone ashore and had reached the safer position of the treeline. As
the ATC retracted from the beach he again administered first aid to wounded comrades. After an
hour of fierce combat, his boat cleared the ambush area and moved alongside a medical aid boat.
Ennis continued to help treat and evacuate the wounded until all had been removed to the aid
boat. Only then, nearing collapse from loss of blood, did he proceed to the medical aid boat for
treatment of his severe wounds.
This is one of countless deeds of valor recorded both in the Mobile Riverine Force and in the
American forces throughout and off Vietnam.
Operation SEA LORDS
By October 1968, TF-115 had greatly expanded
its naval gunfire support operations and had begun
raids into IV Corps Tactical Zone rivers and
canals while continuing to maintain effective
coastal surveillance. The River Patrol Force had
increased its strength sufficiently to maintain
patrols on all the major rivers of the Mekong
Delta. Operations of the Mobile Riverine Force

had been expanded following the arrival of a second task group. These developments made it
feasible to commence coordinated operations of the three task forces for the first time.
Operation SEA LORDS was initiated in late October 1968 for the conduct of joint operations
involving units of all three task forces striking deep into previously secure enemy strongholds
along the network of rivers and canals south of the Bassac River. The initial SEA LORDS
campaign in the area northeast of Rach Gia and along the lower Bassac River, as well as
intensified river raids by Swift boats, made great strides at:
1. Interdicting enemy lines of communication from the Gulf of Thailand to the Bassac
River.
2. Opening the trans-Delta waterways and pacification of the adjacent areas.
3. Clearing the Bassac islands and pacification of these areas.
4. Harassing the enemy to keep him off balance.
Primary emphasis was placed on the interdiction of Viet Cong infiltration and liaison routes.
Riverine strike operations cleared enemy fortifications and base camps from these routes on the
canal system south of the Bassac River. These strike operations were followed closely by
stepped up operations by local Vietnamese Regional Force and Popular Force units to hold and
pacify these areas and to maintain patrols on the waterways. Obstructions were cleared from the
canals, opening them to commercial traffic, which had previously been either heavily taxed or
blocked by the Viet Cong. The campaign around Rach Gia was given the code name Operation
SEARCH TURN. Following the initial success, a number of U.S. Navy river patrol craft have
continued in 1969 to operate from Rach Gia supporting expanded probes into Viet Cong base
areas to the northwest and southeast. Patrols on the Rach Gia-Long Xuyen canal system have
effectively countered enemy use of this waterway and enhanced civilian resettlement progress.
Concurrent with the strike and pacification efforts, the seaward approaches were secured by a
tight surveillance net provided by TF-115 units. A second interdiction line was established on the
Rach-Giang Thanh running northeast from Ha Tien using Swift boats on river patrol duties. In
addition, units of TF-115 have kept the enemy off balance with raids deep into his base areas up
rivers and canals off the Gulf of Thailand and South China Sea. These waterways are not
normally accessible to the operations of the river patrol and mobile riverine forces. However,
coastal surveillance and mobile riverine forces have twice teamed up to strike at enemy
concentrations in southern Ca Mau Peninsula with Operations SILVER MACE I and II.
River patrol craft of TF-116 established tight blockades on the Bassac River at known Viet Cong
crossing points at the onset of Operation SEA LORDS. Additional PBRs were made available by
using TF-115 Swift boats to take over PBR stations in the lower portions of the major Delta
rivers. At the same time, aggressive pacification efforts on the largely Viet Cong dominated
islands of the lower Bassac were carried out.
Operations SEA LORDS penetrated into areas where the Viet Cong had operated relatively
unchallenged for years. Using the unique mobility inherent in riverine forces, the Navy took
command of primary lines of communication, the waterways, in these enemy "sanctuaries." The
combined efforts of TF-115, TF-116 and TF-117 units along with Vietnamese Armed Forces

units provided an important start to the IV Corps Tactical Zone dry season campaign to keep
pressure on the enemy. The initial success of the interdiction strategy prompted the expansion of
SEA LORDS in late 1968-early 1969. Operations GIANT SLINGSHOT, BARRIER REEF, and
TRAN HUNG DAO formed an infiltration line extending from just south of Tay Ninh over 50
miles northwest of Saigon to Ha Tien on the Gulf of Thailand, 140 miles east of Saigon.
Operating from austere tactical support bases and support vessels at six locations along the Vam
Co Dong and Vam Co Tay rivers, some 150 U.S. Navy and Vietnamese Navy river patrol and
assault craft have achieved notable success on the longest segment of the interdiction barrier,
Operation GIANT SLINGSHOT. Begun in December 1968, GIANT SLINGSHOT has severely
disrupted Viet Cong supply lines into the vital area west of Saigon and undoubtedly blunted the
enemy offensives of 1969. Many tons of weapons, ammunition, and other supplies have been
discovered by the interdiction patrols and troops carried into action by river assault craft.
With increasing effect through 1969, hundreds of intense battles have been fought at close range
between the valiant navymen in their small boats and heavily armed enemy units attempting to
crack the barrier. Rapid reaction by Seawolves, Broncos, artillery, and troops has cost the Viet
Cong large numbers of dead and wounded. The patrol boats have also taken a heavy toll from the
enemy by lying in wait in night ambush positions at likely crossing points on the rivers. Open
fire ranges in some of these latter encounters have been reported at less than 10 feet at times.
A typical night ambush incident took place on the night of 29 March 1969 approximately five
miles northwest of Tuyen Nhon on the Bam Co Tay River. The crewmen of two silently waiting
PBRs sighted five men with packs and weapons walking toward them on the dike along the north
bank. When the Viet Cong had approached to about 10 yards away, the PBRs opened fire, killing
all five of the Viet Cong. The PBRs then moved 800 yards downstream and began to wait in
silence once more. A short time later, two men were seen trying to sneak up on the boats with
grenades. They were fired on and killed just 15 yards off. Then a group of about 20 enemy troops
on the south bank set off flares to illuminate the PBRs and started firing. A heavy return fire was
given in response by the boat crews, which definitely killed seven of the Viet Cong and probably
killed or wounded nine others. No friendly casualties were received.
The next segment of the interdiction barrier began in early January 1969 with Operation
BARRIER REEF. Extending from Tuyen Nhon on the Vam Co Tay River to An Long on the
upper Mekong River, BARRIER REEF cuts enemy south bound supply lines to the delta. Units
from TF-116 and TF-117 patrol and sweep for mines along the Lagrange, Ong Lon, and Dong
Tien canals through the sparsely populated "Plain of Reeds." Working closely with local
Regional Force and Popular Force troops, BARRIER REEF forces have done much to firmly
reestablish government authority along these waterways. Although the number of arms captured
and contacts with the enemy have not matched the results of GIANT SLINGSHOT, this vital
link in the interdiction barrier has in 1969 turned back several significant enemy infiltration
attempts. In one case, a Viet Cong heavy weapons company ran into patrol craft twice while
trying to head south for operations west of Sa Dec. A spotter aircraft sighted the enemy force
shortly after it had turned back the second time. Air strikes and a group sweep killed nearly the
entire Viet Cong unit and captured most of its weapons.

The final portion of the interdiction barrier grew out of the PCF operations on the Rach Gian
Thanh and probes into the Vinh Te Canal in late 1968. As the PCF patrols became routine, PBRs
were introduced to patrol the Vinh Te Canal from a base at Chau Doc.

Early in 1969 a number of Vietnamese Navy coastal and river craft, along with reaction troops,
were added to the force and the code name TRAN HUNG DAO was established. Operations in
1969 were limited at times by low waters on the canal; however, the Viet Cong have lost the
complete freedom of movement they once enjoyed in this area. Civilian traffic, which was once
heavily taxed by Viet Cong extortionists, now moves freely under the protection of the river and
canal forces. Enemy opposition, which was initially very heavy, was countered by employment
of mobile riverine craft and reaction troops.
Thus, in Vietnam today, in concert with allies, the world's most powerful Navy is using small
boats, small arms, and light weapons as its "big guns." Joined with naval air and gunfire support,
this small-craft navy carries the war to an elusive foe in restricted waters. The battleground is
half-way around the globe from the old pirate lairs of the Caribbean. But the ever-present
multitude of devilish dangers, natural and man-made, demand the same courage, purpose, and
ingenuity demanded of the Navy since the earliest days of this nation's history. Captain Wells,
first commanding officer of River Assault Flotilla ONE, stated a truth repeatedly demonstrated,
that all Americans "can be extremely proud of our young officers, our fine petty officers, and our
young seamen and firemen in this age-old Navy tradition of close combat."
Just as American Sailors successfully met the riverine challenge of the past, so do they meet
those today in the Delta, swamps, and rivers of South Vietnam. They demonstrate anew the
flexibility, reach, and effectiveness of sea power projected inland by courageous men defending
freedom. Truly, those who control the sea control the destiny of the world.

Adapted from U.S. Navy. Naval History Division. Riverine Warfare: The U.S. Navy's
Operations on Inland Waters. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969.
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